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Spring Commencement 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
May 23, 1981 
May 23, 1981 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
The UNI-Dome 
John J. Kamerick, Ph.D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Howard V. Jones, Ph.D. 
Professor of History 
Commencement Marshal 
2:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT ......................... UNI Commencement Band 
Alleluia! Laudamus Te .................................... Alfred Reed 
Suite of Old American Dances ...... ............ Robert Russell Bennett 
Cake Walk 
Schottische 
Robert W. Dean, M. Mus . 
Visiting Professor of Music 
Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL ............................ UNI Commencement Band 
Fanfare pour Preceder (La Peri) ............................ Paul Dukas 
Fanfare ................................................... Paul Yoder 
A Festive Processional ............................. ..... Daniel Kovats 
A Marching Song ...................................... James Ployhar 
March from "Egmont" ......................... Ludwig van Beethoven 
March and Chorale ...... · ........................... Robert Washburn 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the State Board of Regents 
Members of the General Assembly of the State of Iowa 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
The Faculty 
The Heads of the Departments 
Members of the Faculty 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates for the Degree of Specialist in Education 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts in Education 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Music 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Business Administration 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, Teaching Program 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Music 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Technology 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM (arr. William Moffitt) 
INVOCATION . .... .. ..... .. ........ . ...... Reverend George L. Sublette 
First Christian Church, Cedar Falls 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS . ..... James G. Martin, Ph.D. 
Vice President and Provost 
Purple and Old Gold Awards ........ ..... ..... .. .. J. Chris Gammack 
Retiring President, UNI Student Association 
STUDENT ADDRESS ............................... Karla Kay Lambert 
Candidate in Physical Education 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS .... ....... . . .... . . Hon. Charles Grassley 
United States Senator from Iowa 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Division of Extension and 
Continuing Education ......... ... .. ... ..... . .. Glenn L. Hansen, Ph.D. 
Acting Dean 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences .... . . Robert E. Morin, Ph.D . 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts, Teaching Program 
College of Education . .. . . ... ....... . ... .. ... . . Gordon J . Rhum, Ph.D . 
Acting Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts, Teaching Program 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts . .. . .... . .... Robert F. Gish, Ph .D. 
Associate Dean 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts, Teaching Program 
School of Business ..... . .. . .. .... ... . . ....... . Robert J. Waller, D.B.A. 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts , Teaching Program 
College of Natural Sciences .. . ......... ... Clifford G. Mccollum, Ed.D. 
Dean 
Bachelor of Technology 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts , Teaching Program 
Graduate College ... ..... . ....... . .......... . ... Jan C. Robbins , Ph .D. 
Master of Music 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Arts 
Specialist in Education 
Acting Dean 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES .......... . ............ President Kamerick 
ALUMNI INDUCTION . ........ .. ....... . .... . . . . .. Mr. L.M. (Lee) Miller 
Director of Alumni Services and Development 
BENEDICTION ... .... . ....... ... ..... . . . ....... . . ... Reverend Sublette 
CLOSING SELECTIONS ...... . . .. . . . . . . . . ... UNI Commencement Band 




School of Business 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 






Marsha Ann Netz 
Marion 
Zina Gardner Rogers 
Cedar Falls 
Donna Marie McVey 
Walker 
Bruce Joseph Toenjes 
Waverly 
Sally Ann Hollingsworth 
Marion 
College of Education 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - LOWER 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - UPPER 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION -
READING & LANGUAGE ARTS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION -
REMEDIAL READING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - SPECIAL 





Margaret Sue Woestman 
Des Moines 
Julie Ann Ecklund 
Jefferson 
Lora Lee Allenstein 
Milwaukee, WI 
Lori Jo Alexander 
Hampton 
Karen Jean Moritz 
Struble 
Camille Catherine Campbell 
Urbandale 
Susan Elaine Artley 
Hampton 
Karla Kay Lambert 
Lancaster, WI 
Vaune Therese Kalec 
Calmar 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
ART 
BROADCASTING 








Scott Leonard Thiel 
Ames 
Joel Robert Alter 
Cedar Falls 
Kristy Lyn Berschman 
Lakota 
Constance Ann Hoefer 
Dubuque 
Jeffrey Lee Hellmer 
Des Moines 
Barbara Osier Culver 
Cedar Falls 
Dianne Thompson Utsinger 
Independence 
Lorelei Ann Le Valley 
Fort Dodge 
Christine Kay Johnson 
Woodward 
Linda Anne Kirchhoff 
Tripoli 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Conspicuous Achievement 






Keely Ann Mooney 
Cedar Rapids 
Mary Eleanor Cahill 
Humboldt 
Alan Joseph Ce more 
Cedar Falls 
Michael Scott Daniels 
Elberon 
College of Natural Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 







Jody Lynn Geer 
Grundy Center 
Sally Lyn Feulner 
Strawberry Point 
Tamara Lynn Dickinson 
Waterloo 
Timothy Robert Ray 
Mason City 
Michael Dean Shilhanek 
Tama 
Karen Kay Cammack 
Storm Lake 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 










Oscar N . Cordoba 
Cedar Falls 
Gregor David MacDonald 
Stillwater, MN 
Judith Jacobi Capella 
Cedar Falls 
Thomas Martin Best 
Cedar Falls 
Lynn Elizabeth Murphy 
Oelwein 
Joel Robert Alter 
Cedar Falls 
Debora Schebel Jones 
Waterloo 




Shelley Jean Adams 
Runnells 
Laura Lee Lewis 
Weldon 
The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of 
graduate study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa . 
Nancy Norvell Ball 
Arizona State University 
Dean Robert Einck 
University of Iowa, College of Law 
Marilyn R. Skow 
Columbia University 
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College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Candidates for degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Degree awarded September 15, 1980 
:j: Degree awarded October 18, 1980 
§ Degree awarded December 19, 1980 
,i Degree awarded March 14, 1981 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Rhonda Sue Abbott 
Psychology 
**Karma Jean Anderson 
History 





***Thomas Martin Best Marshalltown 
History 
*Roger LeRoy Christensen § Forest City 
History 
Richard Lynn Clarahan § Iowa City 
History 
*Robert Dean Crane Dunlap 
History 
Robert Marc Cue Cedar Falls 
History 
Cynthia Sue Cunningham Norwalk 
Vocational Home Economics 
**Jan Michelle DeBoer Sioux City 
Vocational Home Economics 
**Brian K . Eckheart Buffalo Center 
History 
Michael Brentwood Everage Montgomery, AL 
History and Geography 
JoAnn Marie Francois 
Vocational Home Economics 
Barnum 
Kimberly Sherrie Freeseman Aplington 
Vocational Home Economics 
*Dawn Joy Givens§ Independence 
Vocational Home Economics 
*Kyle Douglas Gorden § Castalia 
History 
**Susan Michele Graham Cedar Rapids 
Vocational Home Economics 
Sheldon Howard Groote Cedar Falls 
History 
Wendy Lou Guetzko Delhi 
Vocational Home Economics 
*Mark Myers Hendrickson§ Richland 
Social Science 
*Elaine Sue Hood Bode 
Social Science 
Gwendolyn Caple Knutson Maxwell 
Vocational Home Economics 
Sara Ann Kolthoff New Hampton 
Vocational Home Economics 
7 
Jeffery Lynn Krieg § 
History 
**Linda Lee Ligouri 
History 
* Jacqueline Marie Mackin 
Social Science 
Pamela Rae Maurer 
Vocational Home Economics 
Elrene Loria Meyerhoff 
Social Science 
***Lynn Elizabeth Murphy 
Vocational Home Economics 
Wendy Jayne Myers ~ 
Vocational Home Economics 
Lori Beth Nagel 
Vocational Home Economics 
**Robert Joseph O'Brien, Jr. 
Social Science 
Jayne Darlene Parsons 
Social Science 
Brian Lee Rodenberg 
History 
***Evelyn Marie Roth 
Vocational Home Economics 















Kenneth Chris Schieuer :j: Anthon 
History 
David Lee Schoeberlein Humboldt 
Social Science 
Sarah Katherine Shirbroun Coon Rapids 
Vocational Home Economics 
**James Warren Sides~ Charles City 
Social Science 
Laura Regina Stratton Newton 
Vocational Home Economics and 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
*Catherine Henry Toohey+ Cedar Falls 
Vocational Home Economics 
Nancy Kirsten Torkildson~ Ames 
Geography 
**Jane Snyder Ulstad ~ Ft. Dodge 
Vocational Home Economics 
Sheila Mae VonSpreecken Onslow 
Vocational Home Economics 
*Patricia Kopp Waterman§ 
Social Science 
Dubuque Bruce A. Woods Clinton 
History 
Bachelor of Arts 
*Russell Paul Adams § 
Psychology 




Arno Robert af Ursin § Helsinki, Finland 
Economics 
***Joel Robert Alter Cedar Falls 
Political Science and Speech - Radio & TV 
Scott Alan Anderson Storm Lake 
Sociology 
Suzann Green Armstrong 
Social Work 
· Steamboat Rock 
Corinne Susan Bahls 
Home Economics: Design & 
Human Environment - Art 
Glen Harvey Bainbridge 
Economics 
Brian Scott Balm 
Psychology 
Constance Ann Bancroft 
Social Work 







George David Barr Jewell 
Political Science and Management 
Julie Ann Bennis Delmar 
Social Work 
John Swanson Benton Des Moines 
Political Science 
*Cynthia Louise Bergan § Elkader 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Janet Marie Berger § Toledo 
Psychology 
Ruth Mary Besch Whittemore 
Social Work 
*Pat Ann Bever Ft. Madison 
Social Work 
Mary Elizabeth Blayer t Tama 
Home Economics - General 
*Margaret Sue Boellstorff § Marshalltown 
Social Work 
Cindy Sue Borchardt Webster City 
Sociology 
Patricia Galloway Bowlsby Waterloo 
Social Work 
Ann Elizabeth Bradley t Burt 
Political Science 
Marie Davidson Britt 
Social Work 
*Timothy Carson Brom 
General Studies 
Linda Marie Bughman 
Social Work 
Michael Ray Bulanek 
Sociology 








Louevina Butler § 
Social Work 
Waterloo 
*Patrick Bernard Byrne Charles City 
Economics and History 
Susan Alicia Caley Cedar Falls 
History 
Ronald Lee Cameron § Cedar Rapids 
Psychology and Anthropology 
Timothy Dallas Carlisle § Mason City 
Political Science 
Sara Surface Carmack 
Home Economics 
Waterloo 
*Teresa Larson Carr Charles City 
General Studies 
David Harold Cassman Allison 
Geography 
Diane Elizabeth Castings Newton 
General Studies 
Marcia Marie Chaisson § Marion 
Psychology 
James Alfred Claussen § Rock Valley 
Sociology 
**Judith Jacobi Capella Cedar Falls 
Geography 
**Oscar N . Cordoba Cedar Falls 
Psychology and Anthropology 
**Kevin Eugene Culver Des Moines 
History 
*Michael Wayne Cumings Des Moines 
Political Science 
**Jamie Matthew Cutler Waterloo 
Political Science 
Patricia Louise Dahlgaard Waterloo 
History 
**Danny Lee Dahms 
Economics 
John Dewey Davis § 
Economics 
Kerry Guy Dellamuth 
History 





West Des Moines 
Marshall Dean DeVoss Ankeny 
Psychology and Political Science 
**Paula Sue Dierenfeld Sac City 
Political Science 
**Owen Dockter Madison, WI 
Sociology 
*Rhonda Kay Drilling Waterloo 
History 
Joan Marie Drish Brighton 
Social Work 
Sue Ann Duhrkopf Waterloo 
Social Work 
Jody Kay Dunlap§ Ames 
Social Work 
Lisa Jane Ebel Primghar 
Social Work 
Carolyn Sue Eggers Clinton 
Social Work 
*Lisa M. Eicher Iowa City 
Social Work and Psychology 
Robert BeauSigneur Elgin ,i Des Moines 
Psychology 
Michael James English § Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
Kathryn Joan Ericson Des Moines 
Social Work 
Ann Marie Espe § Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
Mary Lee Evans§ Des Moines 
History 
Richard Alan Evans § Des Moines 
History 
Mark Steven Feyereisen Crystal, MN 
Sociology 
Darrell Lee Finley Belleville, KS 
Social Work 
Pamela Lynn Fisher Grandview, MO 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing &- Textiles 
Brad Alan Fister Waterloo 
Political Science 
*Mark Wayne Fullbright Cedar Falls 
Sociology and Psychology 
Mary Theresa Gannon Des Moines 
Political Science 
** Janyce Slaughter George 
Social Work 
* Anna Burr Getzoff 
General Studies - Nurses 





Janice Lynn Goodman Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing &- Textiles 
Wade Thomas Gossett Marshalltown 
Economics 
* Janis Kay Gottschalk 
Social Work 
Susan Marie Grawe§ 
History and Anthropology 
Waterloo 
Waverly 
Lisa Dianne Griese Denver 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing &- Textiles 
Jill Marie Grow § Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics: Design &- Human 
Environment - Business 
Julie Frances Gunderson Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
Annette Teresa Haas Ft. Madison 
Home Economics: Design &- Human 
Environment - Business 
JoBeth Jensen Hammer Union 
Social Work 
Diane Dawn Hansen 
General Studies 
Kathleen Sue Heil 
Home Economics in Business: 




*Nancy Lynn Helm§ Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: 
Food &- Nutrition 
Michael Terrence Henderson § Center Point 
Economics 
*Rhonda Jean Henderson Havelock 
Psychology 
Kristen Jean Henke Dubuque 
Psychology 
***Constance Ann Hoefer Dubuque 
History and German 
***Aileen Mary Holthaus Ossian 
Social Work 
*Leland Jan Hook Kesley 
Social Work 
Jacki Anne Hutchison Red Oak 
Sociology 
David Ludwig Jacobi § Waterloo 
Psychology 
*Jana Lynn Jennings Ames 
Home Economics: Design &- Human 
Environment - Business 
Betty Ann Johnson Ankeny 
Social Work 
***Susan Christine Johnson Ft. Dodge 
Individual Studies - International Affairs 
Undergraduate Thesis: "The Politics of an 
American Consulate" 
Curtis Eric Jones Waterloo 
Psychology 
***Debora Schebel Jones § Waterloo 
Psychology 
Tracy Dianne Jones 
Social Work 




***Mary Ellen Kazmerzak 
Political Science 






Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing &- Textiles 
David Edward Kenyon 
Social Work 
Dawson 
Kent Dale Klingman Strawberry Point 
History 
**Linda Dobbins Knierim § Grinnell 
Social Work 
Kevin Alan Kozel (IH) Ft. Dodge 
Sociology and Individual Studies -
Criminal Justice Undergraduate Thesis: 
"Minority Retention Difficulties Within a 
Public Law Enforcemdnt Institution" 
John Joseph LaFalce Alexandria, VA 
Political Science 
Carol Ann Langel Worthington 
Psychology 
John Michael Langin § Urbandale 
Political Science 
Ronald Edward Langford Des Moines 
History 
Robin Renner Larsen Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business: 
Food & Nutrition 
Jeff Eston Lathrop Iowa Falls 
Sociology 
***Laura Lee Lewis Weldon 
Social Work 
Cynthia Marie Litchfield Nashua 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Karen Powell Littler Adair 
General Studies 
David Todd Livingston § Chicago, IL 
History 
*Mary Neville Long § Newell 
Anthropology 
Jill Lynn Lookingbill § Ft. Dodge 
Psychology 
**Gregor David MacDonald Stillwater, MN 
Economics 
Penelope Rhae Mapel Lake City 
Social Work 
John Craig Maplethorpe § Toledo 
Anthropology 
Joan Ellyn Marten t Denison 
Home Economics - Design & Human 
Environment: Business 
Caryl Marie Martin Rockwell City 
Social Work 
Brian John Masters 
Sociology 
Jolene Louise Mathison 
Social Work 
James John McCabe 
Geography 
Lee Ann McEvoy § 
Social Work 
Barbara Eddy McFerran 
General Studies 








Coral Graveman McGeough Waterloo 
Social Work 
***Thomas Arthur McGiverin Ottumwa 
Social Work 
**Becky Ruby Merritt § Waterloo 
Psychology 
Karla Sue Mickelson Lehigh 
Social Work 
Joseph Gerard Miller Fairbank 
Sociology 
Susan Miller Brooklyn 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Carol Mooney Davenport 
Social Work 
Debra Lynne Moore 
Psychology 
Lesa Emelyn Morrison 
History 






Sheri Lea Neas § 
Social Work 
Des Moines 
Tamara Elna Nelsen Des Moines 
Sociology 
**Carol Marie O'Brien :j: Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics and Speech 
*Gregg Alan Olson Burlington 
Political Science 
**Patricia McCann Parker Waterloo 
Social Work 
Steven Wayne Petrie t Ankeny 
Social Work 
Margaret Ann Pochop LeMars 
Political Science 
Mike Harley Prideaux § Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
Don Leo Raatz Hawkeye 
Geography 
DeeAnn Michelle Rabbitt Conrad 
Social Work 
Kim Renee Ralston Ida Grove 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Jeanne Fertig Rebik Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Todd Charles Reiher § Allison 
Psychology 
Sandra Kay Richardson Des Moines 
Psychology 
**Susan Lea Ricketts Des Moines 
Sociology 
Kenneth Dean Rowe Independence 
Sociology 
**Patricia Jean Ruark Oelwein 
Psychology 
*Daniel Arthur Sachau Waterloo 
Psychology 
Rosane Maria Souza Santos Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Sociology 
Elizabeth Ann Saucer Waterloo 
Social Work 
**Patricia Kay Sawyer 
Psychology 
Terry Lee Schatzberg § 
Sociology 
Allan John Schnieders 
Sociology 
**Kevin Eugene Schoeberl 
Political Science 







Joan Kay Schulte Mediapolis 
Sociology 
Sue Anne Schulz Rockwell City 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Dixie Young Schwebke :j: Iowa Falls 
Anthropology 
Dorothy Priscilla Sheffler LaPorte City 
Sociology 
Steven Robert Sheldon Dubuque 
Social Work 
Jean Ann Siebels DeWitt Susan Anne Tippie Cedar Rapids 
Social Work Home Economics 
*Thomas Lewis Simbric Waterloo **Michael Lewis Trefz § Charles City 
Economics General Studies 
•Janet Elaine Slessor § Reinbeck *Jodie Laurel Udelhoven Dubuque 
General Studies Home Economics: Design & Human 
Diane Beier Smith § Cedar Falls Environment - Art 
Anthropology and Marketing Constance Feigal Villanueva § Hollywood, FL 
**Michael Allen Smith Ft. Madison General Studies 
Political Science **Ann Marie Vogel § Waterloo 
Mary Gerilyn Spaeth Davenport Political Science 
General Studies *Daniel Arthur Vonnahme Arcadia 
Andrea Jo Stanley Durango Sociology 
Psychology Barbara Fischels Wagner Waterloo 
Richard Eugene Steffen § Waterloo General Studies-Nurses 
History Michael Anthony Weires ,i Cedar Falls 
Stan Derek Stewart Grinnell Psychology 
Economics *Denise Faye Wiemann Hampton 
Laurie Huke Stiegelmeier Huron, SD Social Work 
Social Work Mary Barnes Wilkerson Marshall town 
John Phillips Stierman Clinton Social Work 
Psychology Ronald Lee Wood Ackley 
* John Michael Stogsdill Ft. Dodge History 
Psychology and Management Mary Aanensen Wright§ Waterloo 
*Elaine Brenna Sturtz § Waterloo Sociology 
Psychology Mark Andy Yates Webster City 
Patrick John Sweeney Dubuque Sociology 
Political Science Barbara Rand York Waterloo 
* *Elisabeth Anne Thoelke Forest City Social Work 
Sociology and German ***Lorrie Sahr Young Nora Springs 
*Linda Smith Thompson § Waterloo Social Work 
Social Work 
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College of Education 
Candidates for degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3 .25 to 3 .50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Degree awarded September 15, 1980 
:j: Degree awarded October 18, 1980 
§Degree awarded December 19, 1980 
,i Degree awarded March 14, 1981 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
*Barbara Jacobs Abe :j: Sigourney 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Denise Lynn Adams Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
* Jan Marie Ahrenholtz Denison 
Early Childhood Education 
***Lori Jo Alexander Hampton 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
**Lora Lee Allenstein Milwaukee, WI 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Kayla Rae Allison Storm Lake 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Laurie Louise Amo Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**Pamela Jean Anderson Oskaloosa 
Early Childhood Education 
Janet Rogers Arp § Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
***Susan Elaine Artley Hampton 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Jane Ann Ask Marion 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Susan Mellicker Baker Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Steven Paul Bakeris Bettendorf 
Physical Education - Coaching 
***Patricia Ann Banwart Rodman 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Larry Lee Beall § Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Lesley Knoke Bear Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Rebecca Conry Benedix § Moville 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Gerilynn Terry Bertling Thornton 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Sharon Kay Bergman Monticello 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Kimberly Ann Beyer Urbandale 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Mary Jean Blaisdell Des Moines 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Karen Sue Boevers § Tripoli 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
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Margaret Ann Boggess Emmetsburg 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
Mary Ellen Bollhoefer Laurel 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Michael Dean Botts Mitchellville 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
**Emilie Irene Brady § Aurora 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Jeannine Ellen Brault Barre, VT 
Elementary Education - Lower 
David Alan Brock § Williamsburg 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Louise Rae Brown § Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Kay Karen Buehler Newton 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Debra Lynn Burg § Carroll 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Steven Jay Burken Davenport 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Paule Rae Burnett § Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Kelly Ann Burns :j: Keokuk 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Carol Ann Burrack Anamosa 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Sandra Jo Buser Conesville 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Betty Yvonne Butler :j: Savannah, GA 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathie Sullivan Cahill Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Scott Dwayne Cakerice § Whitten 
Elementary Education - Upper 
**Ann Marie Callahan Bernard 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Camille Catherine Campbell § Urbandale 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Janet Marie Campbell Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Kathleen Carney Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
* Susan Jane Carroll Osage 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
Kathryn Kim Christensen 
Early Childhood Education 
Calamus 
Linda Marie Christiansen Iowa City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jane Paxton Cibula ,i Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Gunnar Chris Clark Ames 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Jennifer Jean Clark Spencer 
Elementary Education -
Reading &- Language Arts 
Ann Van Hauen Clausman Reinbeck 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Carol A. Cleffman :j: Muscatine 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Colette Marie Cook Mechanicsville 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Dean Allen Cook Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Debora Stassel Cook Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Deborah Lynn Courtney Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
***Cheryl Louise Cox Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Rhonda Rae Cruse Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathryn Mary Cufr Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Brenda Marie Cummins Lehigh 
Elementary Education -
Reading &- Language Arts 
*Rebecca Marie Cunningham Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
*Linda Kay Dailey Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Sandra Lorraine Davis Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
***Janet Rae Demro Osage 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Sharon Hoffman Denner New Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Lori Anne Derr Independence 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Denise Ann Destival Hazleton 
Early Childhood Education 
Ann Maureen DeVine Clinton 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
*Kathryn Denise DeWitt ,i Rockwell City 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
*Kathryn Len Diercks§ Rockwell 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Nancy Glenn Dill ,J Iowa City 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Kraig Arnold Dirks Monticello 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Julie Ann Dogotch Whittemore 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Therese Anne Donnelly Independence 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Jill Lynn Doonan Grinnell 
Physical Education - Coaching 
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Barbara Marie Dralle § Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Elementary 
Karen Agnes Driscoll Bernard 
Physical Education - Coaching and History 
***Sandra Jean Dunivan Jefferson 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
***Julie Ann Ecklund Jefferson 
Elementary Education - Lower 
JoLeen Eiklenborg § Dike 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Barry Richard Elliott, Jr. Ft. Scott , KS 
Physical Education - Coaching 
*Kimberly Ann Ellis Norwalk 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Todd Joseph Ellison Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Carol Ruth Ensor Holliday, MO 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
DeAnn Marie Evans :j: Webster City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Thomas Edward Farrell Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
** Jeri Ann Fatka Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Upper 
• Michael Lee Fertig Le Mars 
Elementary Education - Lower 
***Timothy John Fienup Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Todd Jeffery Fitzpatrick Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Susan Beth Foss :j: LaPorte City 
Elementary Education -
Reading &- Language Arts 
Carolyn Franke § New Hampton 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Janet Kay Franke § New Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Sandra Metcalfe Franklin Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
••Jane Ellen Frerk Pocahontas 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jo Nell Frieden Elgin 
Early Childhood Education 
*LeAnn Lvnn Friederich Postville 
Elemen.rnry Education - Remedial Reading 
Sherri Lynn Friedland§ Bettendorf 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
**Maureen Geri Gannon Colfax 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Judy Ann Ganzeveld § Goldfield 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Diane Lisa Gasser Lime Springs 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
* Jon Marshall Geiger § Waterloo 
Health Education 
Mark Allan Gilbertson Forest City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Larry Richard Gladson Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Caron Yvonne Gleason § 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ames 
**Patrick Gerard Godar Marion 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Tamera Ann Gord Badger 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
**Debra Hoppe Grady § Holstein 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Cheryl Lynn Graff Spencer 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Cheryl Ann Greiman Nevada 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Mary Ann Greteman Carroll 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Lyle Mark Griner Marshalltown 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
***Sue Ann Grove Madrid 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Nicki Ann Gurnas Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Connie Rae Habben Dike 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Pamela Sue Hahn Wiota 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Steve Mark Hangartner § Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Penny Lou Hardt Swea City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Michelle Rae Haring § Bettendorf 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Johna Layne Hays Waukee 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sara Elizabeth Hegg Hudson 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Teresa Lynn Heimbuck Jesup 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Linda Story Hein West Union 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Karin Lynn Henson Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Susanne Skahill Henson Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Carmen Rae Hernandez Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Charlotte Herbert Hesse Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Debra Hummel Hesson Wellsburg 
Early Childhood Education 
Susan Kathleen Hinkel Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Ray Paul Hittenmiller Dyersville 
Physical Education & Health for Men 
Laurel Jean Hofbauer Buffalo Center 
Physical Education - Aquatic and 
Physical Education - Coaching 
• *Victoria Rae Hogan § Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Amy Elizabeth Hohman Canton, SD 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
Jane Gale Honomichl Clinton 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
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**Susan Jane Hoover Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Lori Hopkins Grinnell 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Leona Lisa Hoth St. Olaf 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Debra Lynn Householder Algona 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Tamma Rita Howe Clemons 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Debra Jeanne Hoyt § Marion 
Early Childhood Education 
Kathy Lynn Huff Buffalo Center 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cathy Lynn Huntsberger Wellman 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Rick Nathan Hylton Solon 
Safety Education 
• Juli Mary Ihry Royal 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jay Anthony Imhoff Des Moines 
Physical Education - Coaching 
*Cheri Lynn Ingalls Grimes 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Marilyn Kay Inman Webster City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
***Emily Rose Jansen ,r Haverhill 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Debra Jo Jenkins Griswold 
Physical Education - Dance 
Mette Pauline Jensen Estherville 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Debbie Ann John Spirit Lake 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janice Kathleen Johnson Dubuque 
Early Childhood Education 
Karen Kay Johnson DeWitt 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Karen Lee Johnson :j: Urbandale 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Susan Marie Johnson Alta Vista 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Tyra Lynn Johnson Madrid 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathleen Draper Jordan Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Sally Roe Kafer ,r Sumner 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gerry Lawrence Kahler Traer 
Physical Education & Health for Men 
Corinne Way Kealy § Des Moines 
Physical Education - Men 
Teresa Jean Keefe § Mt. Pleasant 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Constance Marie Kellen Alton 
Early Childhood Education 
Margaret Gilchrist Kenaley Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Lisa Anne Kieffer § Rock Island, IL 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Carol Marie Knoll New Hampton 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Steven Lynn Koeneke Greeley 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Melody Kay Koenen Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Kristyn Jo Kolbeck Nevada 
Early Childhood Education 
Kathy Lynn Konigsmark Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cheryl Lynn Krencik Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
***Mark Phillip Krug Walker 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
***Karla Kay Lambert Lancaster, WI 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Cynthia Lorrayne Lane 1 Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Teresa Ann Langguth Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Elementary 
Cheryl McClean Larson Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Cynthia Ann Larson ,i Dayton 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Robert Frank Laugalis § Palatine, IL 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Annette Gayle Lennarson Clarion 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Duane Earl Lewis § New Market 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Nancy Jean Lippe Ames 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ronda K. Lock :j: Nevada 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Diane Luckritz Luett Clinton 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Becky Diane Lusher-Eiben Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
Debra Ann Luther Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Connie Lou Maharas Algona 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Cheryl Rae Mahnke Altoona 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mollie Eileen Malone § Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Melanie Ann Mastin Webster City 
Physical Education - Elementary 
Michaele Matt St. Olaf 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Joyce Lynnette Maudlin Mt. Ayr 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Cynthia Ann McCollam Blue Grass 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Patricia Ann McCool Galt 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Barbara Jean McCormick § Mt. Pleasant 
Elementary Education - Lower 
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Mary Patricia McCoy § Cedar Rapids 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
*Debra Jo McCurry Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Janice Rose McElroy Winthrop 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Michele Marie McKeon Davenport 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Charlotte Dean Melichar :j: Shell Rock 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Barbara Kay Mengler Cedar Rapids 
Middle School /Junior High School 
Education 
Michael Orval Meyer Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Kathy Jean Meyers Keokuk 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Kim Marie Meyers § Corwith 
Early Childhood Education 
Lois Welch Miller Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Vickie Kelley Miller Zearing 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Barbara Schluter Moine § Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Michelle Lee Monroe Webster City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ann Marie Montag Nora Springs 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patrick Randall Montague § Ames 
Physical Education & Health for Men 
Ruth Pushetonequa Morgan :j: Tama 
Elementary Education - Lower 
***Karen Jean Moritz Struble 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
*Diane Wiemers Morrison Tripoli 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
**Jill Lynette Mott Milo 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**Lori Jo Muhlenbruch Dows 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Katherine Louise Murphy Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Marcia Carson Murphy Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Pamela Sue Nation Norwalk 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Kerry John Nestor New Orleans, LA 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Stephen Glenn Noone Iowa City 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Kay Shultz Nordmeyer § Greene 
Elementary Education - Upper · 
James Bryan Norem § Clear Lake 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Patrice Mary Norton Waukon 
Early Childhood Education 
Nancy Ann Nugent § Dubuque 
Physical Education - Aquatic 
Sharon Ann Oberbroeckling Dyersville 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**Brenda Pierce O'Brien Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**Lisa Anne O'Connell Council Bluffs 
Early Childhood Education 
*Roxanne Kaye Ohde § Carroll 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
Jaqueline Marie Oliphant Clear Lake 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Laura Faaborg Oppermann Meservey 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sara Lynn Ortmayer Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Sheryl Lynn Osborn Newton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Regina Gale Owens § Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Carol Reene Pace Ft. Dodge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Pamela Jo Park Newton 
Early Childhood Education 
*Patricia Ann Park Newton 
Early Childhood Education 
Connie Ross Parmer § Clutier 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Craig Eugene Pauley Norwalk 
Physical Education - Elementary 
Jennifer Marie Peck Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Rita Mae Penticoff § Hampton 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Pamela Busse Peters Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Beth Marchana Petersen Mason City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
**Sharon Lynn Phillips § Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Christine M. Pink § Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Cynthia Sue Pope § Sheffield 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Kelly Kay Prescott Rockwell City 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Lynne Elaine Prusha Tama 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
**Joan Dorothy Radloff Ottumwa 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
*Sara Melanie Rathke Storm Lake 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
Debra Bahlmann Reding Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
• Donna Jo Reed Lakeside 
Early Childhood Education 
Carol Sue Reeve Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ronda Rae Reid Hazleton 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Diane Kay Reinig Reinbeck 
Early Childhood Education 
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Mary Ann Rettko Davenport 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
* JoAnn Marie Rich Algona 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**David Mark Richtsmeier ,i Ackley 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Susan Laura Rieckenberg Waverly 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Darlene Lott Riggs § Eldora 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Scott Brian Ringgenberg Iowa City 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Elizabeth Kindle Rogers Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Steven Ray Rogers :j: Brandon 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Barbara Jean Rookaird Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Dorothea Thompson Rugland Hampton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Lisa Bigler Rupiper § Waverly 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Christa Lee Rutzen Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Scott David Ryan :j: Waukon 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Margaret Eva Samuelson § Ames 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Sheryl Feddern Sanders Marion 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Annette Raye Sauer Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
Karla Schiltz Bancroft 
Physical Education - Coaching 
John Louis Schmidt Independence 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Kim Marie Schmidtke Stanley 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Dennis Leslie Schuur § Ft. Dodge 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Patricia Lynn Scott 
Health Education 
Clear Lake 
***Colleen Ann Seifert Des Moines 
Elementary Education -
Reading & Language Arts 
Tamara Jolene Sell Denver 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cindy Todd Sensor Clinton 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Kimberly Jane Severson New Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Joan Ellen Sexton Ridgeway 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Lori Jean Sharff Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Patricia Lynn Shay Burlington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Marla Gay Simdorn Little Rock 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Celeste Renee Simoff § Onawa 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
*Kathy Egesdal Skeens Leland 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
**Catherine Jo Smith § Rochester, MN 
Early Childhood Education 
Debra Ann Smith Sigourney 
Physical Education - Special Education 
**Karen Ann Smith Aplington 
Early Childhood Education 
**Susan Rene Smith § Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**Teresa Marie Snyder Burlington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
* Alice Arlene Spencer Clarion 
Elementary Education - Lower 
James William Spratt III Greene 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Patrick Joseph Staebell Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Paul Joseph Starcevich § Centerville 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Margaret Lea Stebbins Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Rebecca Bond Steen Grundy Center 
Physical Education - Coaching 
***Peggy Marie Steere § Greene 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
* Ann Marie Stewart Earlham 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
*Lori Jean Stielow :j: Alden 
Physical Education - Coaching 
*Diane A. Stork Breda 
Elementary Education - Upper 
DeAnn Battles Strait Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Scott Alan Strait Des Moines 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Linda T. Swanson :j: Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
David Allen Swick, Jr. Waterloo 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Sandra Ann Swoyer § Greenfield 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Denise Ann Tatoian § Bettendorf 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Michelle Isley Taylor Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Scott Troy Taylor Council Bluffs 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Linda Marie Thilges West Bend 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Lorene Rae Thorson Cambridge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Daniel Wayne Todd Lancaster, SC 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Debra Hartwig Toppin § Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Sue Elaine Tyler Atlantic 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Patricia Faye Underberg Eagle Grove 
Physical Education - Aquatics and 
Physical Education - Coaching 
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Kelly Jo Underwood Marion 
Early Childhood Education 
Krista Nelson Utterback Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Lavonne Joy Vande Krol § Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathleen Carol VanSloun Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jacqueline Lea Vician § Mason City 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
***Beth Nalvanko Vint § Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Dianne Marie Vislisel ,i Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Julie K . Vulich Clinton 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
**Shirley Ann Walker Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Cynthia Sue Warner Mason City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathy Ann Weaver Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
Sherry Lynn Wehr § Kalona 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Larry Eugene Weig Wesley 
Physical Education - Coaching 
*Roxanne Leah Weis Woodbine 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Education 
Theresa Welsch ,i Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gary Russell Westemeyer § Dubuque 
Physical Education - Aquatics 
**Ruth Ann Westerberg Leland 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Kathy Lynn Westphal Omaha, NE 
Early Childhood Education 
Patrick J. Whalen Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Jeanne Joan Whiton Urbandale 
Early Childhood Education 
Duane Alan Widen § Corwith 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Rhonda Broich Wieland Carroll 
Elementary Education - Special Education 
David Lynn Wilson Mason City 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Christina Mabel Windsor Sioux City 
Physical Education - Coaching 
**Margaret Sue Woestman Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
*Lori Sue Wormley Fairfield 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Sue Yakel Hampton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cindy Lou Youmans § DeWitt 
Early Childhood Education 
**Sue Ann Zabel Sumner 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Patrice Kay Zalesky :j: Swisher 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Bachelor of Arts 
*Gloria Ann Anderson :j: Alden 
Recreation: Therapeutic and Administration 
David Bernal Anderson Sioux City 
Recreation: Outdoor and Administration 
Ronald Michael Askland Des Moines 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Randy Allen Ballard West Union 
Individual Studies: Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis: Multi-Image Slide 
Program - "Photographing America" 
*David Arnold Bangert t Pomeroy 
Recreation: Therapeutic and Outdoor 
William Dean Banks Cedar Falls 
Individual Studies - Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis : "Symbolic 
Interaction - A Link Between Freud and 
Industrial Communication" 
Lu Ann Bloomer Glenwood 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Kimberly Kay Bonneur Spencer 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Constance Jean Boysen Cedar Falls 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
Kent S. Brandt Allison 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
Jan Marie Brannaman t Solon 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Michael Jerome Brown Dayton, OH 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
Laureen Catherine Carberry Des Moines 
Community Health Education 
Patricia Ehr Christopherson Jesup 
Individual Studies: Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Six Specialized 
Graphic Arts and Photographic Processes : 
Techniques and Uses" 
Dawn Marie Conklin t Bloomington, IL 
Recreation: Outdoor and 
Program Supervision 
Carol Ellen Cook Independence 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Susan Gertrude Costa Des Moines 
Recreation: Program Supervision and 
Therapeutic 
Elizabeth Craw Ft. Dodge 
Recreation: Therapeutic and Administration 
Kent Alan Davison § Westfield 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
Renee Sue Dresback Anamosa 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Mary Michelle Dwyer Plano, TX 
Recreation: Program Supervision and 
Therapeutic 
Vicki Lynn Eikenberry Waterloo 
Recreation: Outdoor and 
Program Supervision 
Mike Bo Ellison Plainfield 
Individual Studies: Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis: "The Effect of Time 
Variations When Using Kodak Brown 
Toner and Sepia Toner" 
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JoAnn Dvorak Elsbecker § Riceville 
Community Health Education 
*Eric Edward Ernst t Center Point 
Recreation: Administration and Urban 
Kim Denise Farrier § Brighton 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
John Thomas Faust West Des Moines 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
David Henry Gentzler§ Augusta , KS 
Recreation: Administration 
**Kris G. Gulick t Garrison 
Recreation: Administration and 
Program Supervision 
Lauri Ginger Haugen Primghar 
Recreation: Therapeutic and Administration 
Robert Dean Hill t Tama 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
Keith Wayne Hindman Ottumwa 
Individual Studies: Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Using the Unit 
Method : A Study of the Middle Ages In The 
Middle Grade." (A Video-tape production .) 
Teri Rist Huhman § Waterloo 
Recreation: Administration 
Loras Alvin Jaeger § Cedar Falls 
General Studies 
Steven Mark Johnson 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Marshalltown 
***Vaune Therese Kalec Calmar 
Recreation: Program Supervision and 
Outdoor 
Margaret Edsill Kane Decorah 
Community Health Education 
Jack Leo Krumlinde t Charles City 
Recreation: Administration and Outdoor 
and Program Supervision 
Dawn Renee Lawson :j: Sioux City 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Mary Beth Linehan § Davenport 
Recreation: Administration and Program 
Supervision and Therapeutic 
Lori Ann McQuillen Monticello 
Recreation: Administration and Therapeutic 
Bill Gene Medland § Creston 
Recreation: Outdoor 
Beth Elaine Miller t Conrad 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Melody Lynn Milloy Rockford 
Recreation: Urban and Therapeutic 
*Susan Schacherer Milner Estherville 
Community Health Education 
Michael James O'Brien Cedar Falls 
Recreation: Urban and Program Supervision 
Carolyn Charrisse Pierce t 
Recreation: Therapeutic 




Thomas Edward Ruse Des Moines 
Individual Studies - Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Kansas City - The 
City of Fountains" (A 3 screen multi-image 
program.) "The Image Synthesizer"(An ex-
periment) 
Carrie Ann Schutt t Dysart 
Recreation: Therapeutic and Administration 
Vicki Ronnelle Shol § Onawa 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Sondra Kay Shull t Hampton 
Recreation: Program Supervision and 
Therapeutic 
Jeffrey John Verink Iowa Falls 
Recreation: Administration and Marketing 
Joseph M. Wagner Waterloo 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Jennifer Sue Watts Cedar Falls 
Individual Studies - Communications Media 
Undergraduate Thesis: Experimental 
Filmograph Animation: "Lunch" 
Virginia Hogan Weidner § Waterloo 
Community Health Education 
Tracy Ann Wentzien Lincoln 
Recreation: Program Supervision 
and Therapeutic 
*Harry Victor Whitesell t Iowa Falls 
Recreation: Administration 
Elaine Vivian Wilson t Parkersburg 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Jerome Juan Wolf t Clinton 
Recreation: Administration and 
Program Supervision 
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College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates for degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3. 7 5 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Degree awarded September 15, 1980 
:j: Degree awarded October 18, 1980 
§ Degree awarded December 19, 1980 
~ Degree awarded March 14, 1981 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Pamela Louise Baier 
Speech Pathology 
Jeffrey Anthony Barry 
English 
***Kristy Lyn Berschman 
English 
**Scott Dean Bertelsen 
English 
**Julie Kay Bradfield 
French and Spanish 
Mary Pat Brunkan 
Art 
Lynn Lucille Charlton 
Speech Pathology 










David Eugene Crotts Fort Dodge 
Speech - Interpersonal Communication 
**Lynn Piper Deese Waterloo 
Speech Pathology 
Craig Lloyd Deitz Davenport 
English 
JoAnne Alma Dixson 
Speech Pathology 
Cynthia Ann Doyle 
English 
*Karl Detlef Ehlers 
Art 






***Georgia Jean Fullenworth Storm Lake 
Spanish 
Diane Mary Gadbois § Cedar Falls 
English and Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages 
**Sherrie Diane Gauley § Sheffield 
Art 
Donna Jo Gell Council Bluffs 
Art 
*•Julie Ann Glotfelty 
Speech Pathology 
**Teresa Ann Goettsch 
Speech - Theatre 






***Lynn Kay Grimes§ 
Speech Pathology 
David Ray Harris § 
English 
Dianna Sue Hill § 
Speech Pathology 
Dean Ray Holdsworth 
Art 
Robert Gene Holmes 
Art 








Andrea Peterson Hornbacher Clutier 
Art 
Jill Ann Jacobs West Des Moines 
Speech - Interpersonal Communication 
Alan Lee Jennings Prairie City 
English 
Kathryn Ann Jepsen § Des Moines 
Speech Pathology 
***Christine Kay Johnson Woodward 
Speech - Theatre 
Kay Yvonne Johnson Clemons 
Speech Pathology 
Kristen Lea Johnson Marshalltown 
Speech Pathology 
Kevin John Ke! ley § Marshall town 
Art 
* Martha Sue Kernen Nodaway 
English 
Patrice Kathleen Kerwin Carroll 
English 
Sandra Jean Kirchmann Sumner 
Speech Pathology 
**Jan Lugene Kitch§ Fairfield 
English 
***Julie Leigh Klein Independence 
English 
William Edward Latimer, Jr. Dubuque 
English 
Lorelei Ann LeValley Ft. Dodge 
Speech Pathology 
Elizabeth Ramona Lusk Denver 
English 
*Lynne Gates Lux Cedar Falls 
English 
Marcy Ann McBeth § Mt. Pleasant 
English 
Karen Hutchings McGraw Cedar Falls 
English and Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages 
**Michelle Anne McMahon Webster City 
English 




Donna Kay Muhlenbruck 
English and Speech - Theatre 
**Douglas Max Olson § 
Speech Pathology 







Janet Beth Rasmussen Forest City 
English 
* Alinda Carol Rich Marshall town 
English 
Dennis Allen Roling Denver, CO 
Art and Biology 
*Kelly Ann Rubin Clarinda 
Speech Pathology 
Deborah Kay Saunders Eldora 
English and Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages 
David iohn Schmitt Ossian 
Speech - Interpersonal Communication 
Karen Mae Scholl Mason City 
Art 
Greg Alan Schroeder Sioux City 
Speech 
Joan Marie Schulte Dorchester 
English 
Janine Marie Shovein Osage 
Spanish 
David Lee Smith Cedar Rapids 
Speech - Theatre 
Raenelle Leone Starr Council Bluffs 
Art 
Susan Kay Stuedemann Clinton 
Speech Pathology 
Jeff Suchomel § Marion 
Art 
**Winifred Sue Sumner Marion 
Speech Pathology 
Lee Ann Jaques Thomas Iowa Falls 
Art 
*Vada Ruth Walton Tipton 
English 
Jolene Kay Withers Readlyn 
English 
Mary Wagoner Ziesman Cedar Falls 
English 
Bachelor of Arts 
*Raquel Monza af Ursin Conrad Sandra Lee Carlstrom § Emmetsburg 
Spanish English 
Gerald David Anderson § Babbitt, MN Greg Stewart Ceilley § Cedar Falls 
German Speech - Radio & TV 
James Blake Annear § Coon Rapids Susan Renee Chaffee Marion 
Speech - Radio & TV Spanish 
Catherine Marie Averill § Cedar Falls William Marlowe Coontz Waterloo 
Spanish Speech - Public Relations 
Carolyn Rae Bachtell Waterloo ***Daniel Jerome Curran Emmetsburg 
Speech - Public Relations Speech - Radio & TV 
Brent Allan Bartels Maquoketa *Michael Scott Daniels Elberon 
Speech - Radio & TV Speech - Theatre 
James Allan Beck § Cedar Falls Elizabeth Jean Davis § Des Moines 
Art Speech - Theatre 
Cynthia Dee Bennett~ Sioux City Gregory Alan Dawes§ Clinton 
Speech - Radio & TV Spanish 
* Michelle Renne Berard Des Moines Lisa Johanna Duncan Marion 
Speech - Radio & TV Speech - Public Relations 
*Bruce A. Boyce § Waterloo **Alba Belandria Egger Cedar Falls 
Religion Spanish 
Jo Ellen Bristow Cedar Rapids *Diane Barbara Eichman Dubuque 
Speech Spanish and Administrative Management 
Scott Anthony Bruner § Waterloo **Carol Ann Eldridge Maynard 
Art Speech - Public Relations 
William Earl Burt § Waterloo William Russell Endorf Humboldt 
English Speech - Public Relations 
Mary Eleanor Cahill Humboldt Cheryl Eveleth Estherville 
Speech - Public Relations Speech - Public Relations 
Aristocles Carastathis Athens, Greece Thealia Renee Fristo Des Moines 
Music - Guitar Speech - Public Relations 
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Mark Allen Fuglsang DeWitt 
Speech - Public Relations 
Sheryl Lynn Geuder Cedar Rapids 
Speech - Public Relations 
Meredith LeWayne Granger § West Union 
Speech - Radio & TV 
**Robert Clark Gull Cedar Rapids 
Music - Composition 
William Kendall Hawk § Grundy Center 
General Studies 
D. Carlton Hawley Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
Larry Frederick Herzog Independence 
Speech - Public Relations 
Matthew B. Hessburg Waverly 
Speech - Radio & TV 
John Bert Hosier Cedar Falls 
Speech - Theatre 
*Barry Craig Huber Waverly 
Speech - Radio & TV 
*Katrina Huffman § Cedar Falls 
English 
**Peter J. Hussman Waterloo 
English 
*Linda Jeanette Ireland Waterloo 
English and Philosophy 
Susan Marie Jannette Cedar Falls 
English 
Brenda Kay Janssen Ft. Dodge 
German 
Lyle Clayton Jeffries Vinton 
Speech - Public Relations 
*Donna Christine Jensen McIntire 
Speech - Radio & TV 
**Brian Lynn Joens Manning 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Bradley Clark Johnson Waverly 
Speech 
David Arthur Johnson Huntington, NY 
Philosophy 
Gregory James Johnson Spencer 
English 
Pamela Kay Jones Brighton 
Speech - Public Relations 
Michael David Kennedy Bettendorf 
Speech - Public Relations 
Khamphou Keutla § Cedar Falls 
English and Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages 
*Val John Kies Dubuque 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Amber Dawn Kingery§ 
Speech - Public Relations 
***Linda Anne Kirchhoff 
Speech - Public Relations 
Melda Jane Kisting 
Speech - Public Relations 
*Dean Allen Kness ,i 
Speech - Radio & TV 
James L. Korte 







Pamela Sue Kubicek 
Speech - Public Relations 
Daniel James Kuempel 
Speech - Public Relations 
Patrice Elizabethann Kuhl 
Speech - Public Relations 
Patricia Ann Larson 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Linda Rae Lau § 
Speech - Theatre 








Thomas Edward Leonard Cedar Falls 
Philosophy & Religion 
Diane Joyce Lobsinger Omaha, NE 
English 
Jill Gay Lockard Vinton 
Speech - Theatre 
Karen Dalene Long Davenport 
English 
Kathryn June Lyness Bettendorf 
Speech - Theatre 
Dan Willis Mackerman (IH) Center Point 
Art 
Undergraduate Thesis : "James Whistler 
and the Art for Art's Sake Theory" 
Vicky Rinehart Mackerman Bettendorf 
English 
Mary Karen Madsen Cedar Falls 
German 
Scot Lynn Mason Marshalltown 
Humanities 
*Elizabeth Alice Maxey Marion 
Spanish 
Jacqueline Ann McDermott Newton 
Speech 
Kenneth Timothy McGuire West Bend 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Kevin Douglas McKee Ankeny 
Speech - Theatre 
Douglas William Merbach Waterloo 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Linda Sue Miller Des Moines 
Spanish 
Thomas Gordon Monaghan § Charles City 
Speech - Radio & TV 
*Keely Ann Mooney Cedar Rapids 
Speech - Theatre 
Benita Louise Moore § Waterloo 
Speech 
Joseph Alan Moyer Stockport 
Art 
George Nicholas § Hampton 
Speech - Radio & TV 
John Phillip Nicolay Hazleton 
Philosophy & Religion 
Frederick Wayne Nolting § Waterloo 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Douglas Edward Norris Des Moines 
Speech - Public Relations 
Mary Jo Olinger § Cedar Rapids 
English 
Arneil Everell Olson Waterloo 
Individual Studies: Industrial Psychology 
and Psychology 
Undergraduate Thesis: "A Plea for Under-
standing' ' 
Tamara Leigh Olson Waverly 
Music - Voice 
David Emil Opperman Manning 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Karen Kristine Ove Cedar Falls 
English and Spanish and Art 
• Ann Page Pepiot Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
David Scott Peters § Lake View 
Speech - Public Relations 
**Anne Elizabeth Phillips§ Cedar Falls 
English 
Kathy Evelyn Piltingsrud Callender 
Art 
Paula Marie Prendergast Newton 
Art 
*Dan Gene Rebik Cedar Falls 
Philosophy 
Billy Merle Reese Des Moines 
Speech - Theatre and Radio & TV 
Frederic John Rewoldt Fredericka 
Speech-Radio & TV 
Joseph Dean Roberts Davenport 
Speech 
Miriam Steinbron Rodby '.Vaterloo 
Music - Voice 
Steve Allen Rolland LaPorte City 
Speech - Public Relations 
Daniel E. Rowley Cedar Falls 
Speech - Theatre 
Pamela Lucille Rumley Des Moines 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Norma Perez Rusk 
Spanish 
Bogota, Colombia 
Brent Alan Sandy Indianola 
Music - Trumpet 
Susan L. Schulz Waterloo 
Humanities 
Joel David Schutta Postville 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Timothy Scott Seaman Emmetsburg 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Jeff Alan Shull Sac City 
Speech - Radio & TV 
Rebecca Janell Smith Nevada 
English 
*DeEtte Kohler Staebell Cedar Falls 
Speech - Public Relations 
Lila P. Starr Waverly 
Speech 
Steven Duane Tate Cedar Falls 
Philosophy and Speech 
Mark Joseph Thalacker Cedar Falls 
Religion 
**Scott Leonard Thiel Ames 
Art 
Nancy Jo Uchytil Toledo 
Speech - Radio & TV 
***Dianne Thompson Utsinger Independence 
Speech and Speech - Radio & TV 
Mark Douglass Wagoner § Cedar Falls 
Speech 
Robert Brent Wegand Greene 
Speech - Public Relations 
Annette Lorenz Wilson 
Speech - Public Relations 
Karen Sue Woodiwiss 
Speech - Public Relations 





Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Michael Joseph Burke § 
Ingegerd Beebs Downing § 
Thomas Edward Dyer 
James Steven Eppel 
Bernadette Sievers Gannon 
Lvman Joseoh Hansen§ 
••Diane Marie Bries 
Art 
James Allyn Brooks 
Art 
Terri Fisher Carney 
Art 
Cathleen Gwynne Carroll § 
Art 








**Douglas Scott Kinsinger 
William Fredrick Mullikin 
William Carl Salmon § 
Dale William Schroeder 
Gary Lee Scoggin § 
George Arthur Thurston 







Manchester **Barbara Salyards Gutknecht Waterloo 
Art 
Waverly Earl Wayne Maulding Murphysboro, IL 
Music Theatre 
Cedar Falls James Dean Reinders Estherville 
Art 
Cedar Falls Theresa Marie Suchy Oelwein 
Art 
Montezuma Susan Kay Sudmeier Earlville 
Art 
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Bachelor of Music 
Russell Steven Alexander § 
Music Education - Tuba 
Ottumwa 
***Lori Ann Blauwet Larchwood 
Music Education - Piano 
Loretta Kay Borton :j: Zearing 
Music Education - Voice 
Robert Douglas Byers§ St. Paul, MN 
Music Education - Saxophone 
***Patricia Ann Cahoy § Sumner 
Music Education - Clarinet 
**Alan Joseph Ce more Cedar Falls 
Music Performance - Voice 
***Jo Dee Davis§ Clemons 
Music Education - Trombone 
LuRae DeWulf Wilton 
Music Education - Voice 
*Ellen Sue Dostal Protivin 
Music Performance - Voice 
Mary Agnes Dunn Carroll 
Music Education - Alto Saxophone 
Cheryl Kay Haywood§ Union 
Music Education - Voice 
***Jeffrey Lee Hellmer Des Moines 
Music Education - Piano 
Deborah Anne Hill Marion 
Music Education - Flute 
Jay Douglas Johns § Charles City 
Music Education - Saxophone 
Dennis Russell Johnson Ankeny 
Music Education - Percussion 
*Marty Horton Jones 
Music Education - Clarinet 
Waverly 
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Kraig Dave Kerger 
Music Performance - Voice 
Beth Anne Knapp § 
Music Education - Piano 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
**Karen Marie MacVey Ankeny 
Music Education - Saxophone 
Sheila Kay Maifield Dumont 
Music Education - Piano 
Paul Kimball McKee § Indianola 
Music Education - Trombone 
**Mark Daniel Niemeyer Marshalltown 
Music Education - Trumpet 
Jill Janeen Olbertz ,i Storm Lake 
Music - Trumpet 
Joel Victor Overton § Cedar Falls 
Music Education - Percussion 
David Scott Phillips § Mason City 
Music Education - Voice 
Diana Mae Rother Carroll 
Music Education - Piano 
Brian Charles Sexe Humboldt 
Music Education - Trumpet 
*Jill Kathleen Swanson Ottumwa 
Music Education - Flute 
Debra Hartman Weber :j: Waterloo 
Music Education - Organ 
**Judith Freshwater Wheeler Cedar Falls 
Music Education - Piano 
*Mark Donald Woeste :j: Edgewood 
Music Education - Tuba 
School of Business 
Candidates for degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Degree awarded September 15, 1980 
:j: Degree a warded October 18, 1980 
§ Degree awarded December 19, 1980 
~ Degree awarded March 14, 1981 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Judy Lynn Aswegan§ Des Moines 
Business Education - General and 
Administrative Management 
* Mary Andreessen Basye Hampton 
Business Education - Office Education 
Jelen Grace Colton New London 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Laura Ruth Delp Bode 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Kathy Jo Diekmann ,i Algona 
Business Education - Office Education 
**Joseph Benedict Dotzler II Defiance 
Business Education - Accounting 
Russell Gene Durand :j: Cedar Falls 
Business Education - Distributive Education 
Susan Marie Erickson Humboldt 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Deanna Jo Funk Winthrop 
Business Education - Secretarial and 
Administrative Management 
Brenda Ann Hoover Melcher 
Business Education - Secretarial 
**Kristine Janiece Hoover Lehigh 
Business Education - General 
*Kelly Boss Jared Manchester 
Business Education - General 
Shelley Christine Kaloupek Newton 
Business Education - Distributive Education 
Katharine Sue Kent Ottumwa 
Business Education - Office Education 
Randal Wayne Lincoln§ Durant 
Business Education - General 
Donna Marie McVey :j: Walker 
Business Education - Accounting 
Debra Diane Meyer Ankeny 
Business Education - Secretarial 
* Ann Marie Miller Oelwein 
Business Education - Secretarial and 
Administrative Management 
Steven Greg O'Brien § Geneva 
Business Education - General and 
Administrative Management 
Bruce Dean Roth Mt. Pleasant 
Business Education - Distributive Education 
**Mark William Shaw Nevada 
Business Education - General 
Tori Hart Slotterback :j: Clinton 
Business Education - Office Education 
**Dianne Marie Smith Lamont 
Business Education - General 
Wanda Jean Smith Lucas 
Business Education - Office Education 
*Carol Ann Steffen Dyersville 
Business Education - Distributive Education 
*Cynthia Sue Wrage Toddville 
Business Education - General 
Jane Elizabeth Zieser :j: Independence 
Business Education - Accounting 
Bachelor of Arts 
Dawn Marie Adams Hastings, MN 
Accounting 
Steven Lynn Adams Decorah 
Marketing and Chemistry - Marketing 
Richard R . Aldridge § Des Moines 
Accounting 
JoElla Anderson § Waterloo 
Administrative Management 
Erik Arthur Anundsen Decorah 
Marketing 
*Paula Kae Armstrong 
Accounting 





*Michael David Ashland t Thornton 
Management 
Debra Kay Bagley Jefferson 
Accounting 
Douglas Carl Baldus Boone 
Marketing 
*Tracey M. Ball Des Moines 
Accounting and Spanish 
Paul Brian Barnes Ackley 
Management 
*Murray R. Barrick§ Woolstock 
Management and Psychology 
**Janet Teresa Barry Defiance 
Accounting 
Lea Anna Bartley Jefferson Ward Jay Budweg § New Hampton 
Accounting Management 
Danny Allen Barz § Thornton **Cathy Cook Burk Winthrop 
Management Accounting 
Matthew John Bass Boone *Matthew Edward Burke Davenport 
Accounting Accounting 
John Stuart Bauch III Traer Doris Ann Burkle Farley 
Management Accounting 
**Terry Jay Baxter Sac City **Robert Joseph Buscher Davenport 
Accounting Accounting 
David Keith Beaman St. Ansgar Timothy Jon Byinton § Clear Lake 
Management Marketing 
Jean Diane Beatty Shellsburg Lorilee Ann Campbell Cedar Rapids 
Administrative Management Accounting 
**David Maurice Becker Alton Steven Michael Campbell § Ankeny 
Accounting Management 
Gary Michael Becker § Elk Run Heights Curt Allen Carlson Cedar Falls 
Accounting Accounting 
Lisa Ackermann Behr Preston Timothy Lee Carlson Sanborn 
Administrative Management Accounting 
Randall Lowell Behrends Forest City *Thomas Lee Carver Urbandale 
Accounting Management 
**Cheryl Ann Bemer Denver Lisa Ann Christen § Newton 
Accounting Management 
Barbara Ann Bernhardt § Des Moines John Chris Christensen Eagle Grove 
Management Accounting 
George Richard Blough Davenport Lee Allen Cochran New Hampton 
Accounting Accounting 
Bruce Herbert Boegel Clinton Katrina Marie Colosimo Des Moines 
Marketing Management 
Anthony Russell Borts Colfax Mary Miller Cook § Ogden 
Accounting Management 
Linda Marie Borwey Ft. Dodge Diane Lynn Coppage Ft. Madison 
Management Accounting 
Douglas Kenneth Bradley Epworth Lynn John Corcoran§ Fairbank 
Accounting Marketing 
**Jeannette Marie Brake Janesville Randall Mark Costello Imogene 
Accounting Accounting 
*Daniel Thomas Brandenburg Epworth Stephen Jay Costello Elgin, IL 
Accounting Accounting 
Lori Vanden Hull Brandt § Waterloo Phillip LaVaughn Cram Grinnell 
Accounting Accounting 
Sandra Harders Brasch § Cedar Falls LuAnn Denise Crane Wheeling, IL 
Accounting Accounting 
**Timmy Richard Breitbach Epworth • **Wendell Paul Crosser Iowa Falls 
Accounting Accounting 
*James Francis Brennan Waterloo **Barbara Osier Culver West Des Moines 
Accounting Marketing and Spanish 
Gail Mary Briddle Hudson Steven John Danker § Marengo 
Administrative Management Marketing 
Jerry Dwane Brown Scranton Kevin Carl Davis§ Albion 
Accounting Marketing 
*Randy Dean Brown Waterloo **Richard Dean Day Gilmore City 
Accounting Accounting 
••Mary Lou Bruening New Hampton **Richard Brian Dennert Boone 
Accounting Accounting 
David Stanley Bruner Carroll *Joel Melvin Diercks Denver 
Management Accounting 
Michelle Adrene Bryant Cedar Rapids Diana Lynn Dietz Waterloo 
Administrative Management Management 
Marla Kay Budde Dubuque Ronald Jerry Dlouhy Independence 
Management Accounting 
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Howard Richard Dobson, Jr. 
Marketing 
Timothy Edwin Dohlman 
Accounting 
John Jeff Donald 
Accounting 
Sandra Didier Dose § 
Management 
Maureen Cecilia Doud 
Marketing 








*Patricia JoAnn Drilling § Waterloo 
Administrative Management 
Joseph Thomas Dunsmore § Ankeny 
Management 
Connie Sue Dutcher Webster City 
Administrative Management 
Deborah Jo Ebner Council Bluffs 
Accounting 
*Virginia Mary Edson Ionia 
Accounting 
Michael Dean Eilander Ankeny 
Marketing 
Patti Ann Erenberger Ely 
Accounting 
Lori Sue Erickson Hampton 
Marketing 
Kerry Paul Erts § Burlington 
Marketing 
James Allen Evans Waterloo 
Marketing 
Ned John Fagg Marshalltown 
Accounting 
* JoEllen Fisk Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
Mary Theresa Flammang Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
***Nancy Kim Flesch Dubuque 
Management 
Timothy John Flowers § Ankeny 
Marketing 
**Kimberly Kay Folkers Cedar Falls 
Management 
Larry C. Formanek § Belle Plaine 
Accounting 
Ann C. Fosse§ Nashua 
Accounting and Mathematics D 
Stephen Bentley Foster t Bettendorf 
Management 
Jeffrey Fred Fuerstenberg Waverly 
Marketing 
Larry Cyril Gallagher Grinnell 
Management 
*Claudia Margaret Garloff Dallas Center 
Marketing 
*Claudia Margaret Garloff Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
Linda Susan Gaskill Cedar Rapids 
Management 
Michael Patrick Gau Davenport 
Marketing 
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Kim Alan Gicoff § West Des Moines 
Marketing 
Daniel Lavern Gillen § Waterloo 
Accounting 
Mike John Gilmer § Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
David Alexander Givens Independence 
Accounting 
**Thomas Alan Golding Boone 
Management 
Joseph Dean Gonzalez Waterloo 
Accounting 
Tad Allen Goodenbour Waterloo 
Accounting 
Frederick Joseph Grask Des Moines 
Accounting 
**Bart J. Greenwood Vinton 
Accounting 
*Todd William Griffee Nashua 
Marketing 
**Douglas Jay Griggs Spencer 
Accounting 
Willard Lee Grove Britt 
Accounting 
***Barbara Kerry Guisinger Fairfield 
Management 
Reza Haddad-Tabrizi § Cedar Falls 
Management 
**Dianne Marie Halford Winthrop 
Management 
Laurel Jean Hammes Sigourney 
Accounting 
*Michael Robert Handt Charles City 
Marketing 
Diane Mueller Hansen Dike 
Accounting 
Douglas John Hansen Hampton 
Marketing 
Becky Jean Hanson Delmar 
Management 
James David Harken Aplington 
Management 
Sharon Kay Harken Aplington 
Management 
Carmel Bolles Harrell Anthon 
Accounting 
Daniel Kenneth Hartung § Marion 
Management 
*Rebecca Sue Hauser Doon 
Accounting 
Steven Lynn Havig Marshall town 
Marketing 
**Stephen Joseph Hay Cuba, MO 
Accounting 
**Susan Ann Helgeson Washburn 
Marketing 
Lynne Rene Hemmer :j: Dubuque 
Management 
*Tjodie Ann Hensing Iowa Falls 
Accounting 
**Rose Marie Herring Waterloo 
Accounting 
Kevin Dean Hieber § 
Management 
*Lori Anne Hildebrand 
Accounting 
E. Martin Hill § 
Marketing 
Jeffrey Douglas Hill 
Marketing 
* James Richard Hobson 
Accounting 
***Sally Ann Hollingsworth § 
Marketing 
Samuel Francis Hosper 
Accounting 
Carl Edward Hotchkiss § 
Marketing 
Russell Dunn Howe 
Accounting 
Sharon Ann Huber § 
Marketing 
Renee Theresa Hubert 
Management 














Jimmy Dwain Huser Slater 
Administrative Management 
Thomas C. Huston § Anamosa 
Accounting 
David Mark Ingersoll Clear Lake 
Management 
••Jack Charles Ingle Altoona 
Accounting 
Daniel John Ivis West Des Moines 
Management 
Kevin D. Jacobson ,i Charles City 
Management 
• Julie Marie Jacques § Hanover Park, IL 
Management 
June Burkholder Jamerson Urbandale 
Accounting 
*Loretta Ann Jamerson Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Steven Craig Jensen ,i Urbandale 
Management 
Dana Roland Johnson Des Moines 
Accounting 
Michael Laurence Johnson Rock Island, IL 
Management 
*Bruce James Jorth Milford 
Accounting 
Steven Lee Kampman Vinton 
Management 
Joel Robert Kane Bettendorf 
Management 
Dennis Andrew Karlan § Cedar Rapids 
Management 
Allen Lee Keller Cedar Falls 
Management 
**Christopher Thomas Kelly Charles City 
Management 
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*Alan Emerson Keltner Edgewood 
Accounting 
Barbara Marie Keppers § Eagle Grove 
Management · 
Mary Nie Kerns LaPorte City 
Accounting 
Douglas Paul Kienitz Bancroft 
Accounting 
Janice Akin King § Lamont 
Administrative Management 
Peggy Sue Kirkpatrick Indianola 
Accounting 
Scott Dana Kleckner § Rudd 
Management 
*Cathy Jo Klima McGregor 
Accounting 
Earl Ario Klinker Evansdale 
Management 
George James Klotzbach Independence 
Accounting 
Andy William Knoblauch Ft. Dodge 
Management 
Linda Sue Koch Lamont 
Administrative Management 
Kathleen Ann Krall Cedar Rapids 
Administrative Management 
**Mark David Kreger Cedar Falls 
Management 
Joyce Wylam Kurtz Waverly 
Administrative Management 
**Tamera Sue Kusian Belmond 
Accounting 
Daniel Leese Davenport 
Marketing 
*Michael Alan Lind Cedar Falls 
Management 
Beverly Kay Linman 
Accounting 
Douglas Earl Mabeus 
Management 
Loren Dean Mace § 
Marketing 
*Stuart Micheal Malone 
Management 







Neil Clifford Marek Des Moines 
Accounting 
Dean Wendell Marks Jefferson 
Accounting 
•• John Dale Martin Sioux City 
Accounting 
John Leslie Mason Atlantic 
Accounting 
Beth Ann Matejcek Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
Curtis Lyle Mattke Denver 
Administrative Management 
Richard Lee McBurney:j: Humboldt 
Accounting 
**Rick Patrick McCue § Waverly Gary Lee Nelson Clermont 
Management Management 
Denise Kay McGuire Des Moines Jon Michael Nelson Shellsburg 
Accounting Marketing 
Scott Thomas McMahon Waterloo **Marita Grull Nelson Cedar Falls 
Marketing and Art Accounting 
Philip Alan McMorran Bettendorf Abdolreza Nematbakhsh Cedar Falls 
Management Management 
Drew D. McVey § Marshall town ***Marcia Ann Netz Marion 
Marketing Accounting 
Margaret Ann Merriau Cedar Falls Annette Louise Neveln Cedar Rapids 
Marketing Management 
Allan Joseph Meyer New Hampton Paula Jean Newbrough Woodward 
Management Administrative Management 
Allen Laverne Meyer § Iowa Falls Jay Curtis Newman Ashton 
Accounting Management 
Kathleen Susan Meyer Cedar Falls *Kirk Gerard Nipper § Cedar Rapids 
Accounting Management 
Randal Alvin Meyer Davenport Thomas Allan Noack Van Meter 
Management Management 
Stephen Lee Meyer Ankeny **Kathryn Kay Nordmeyer Greene 
Accounting Accounting 
***Margaret Sue Millard Des Moines Carol Harrington Norman Waterloo 
Management Administrative Management 
Neal William Miller Waterloo Michael Ray Obermeier § Waterloo 
Marketing and Psychology Marketing 
Nicholas Paul Miller ,i Webster ***Ronald Joseph O'Connor Marion 
Management Accounting 
Jane Louise Mincks Cedar Falls Ray Larry O'Donnell Des Moines 
Accounting Management 
***Blake William Mohr Urbandale *James Lee Olson Monona 
Accounting Marketing 
Mike J. Mona Urbandale Robert Joseph Olson Ottumwa 
Management Accounting 
• Neil Marvin Morstad Robins Julie Ann Oltmann Anamosa 
Management and Psychology Administrative Management 
Steven Lynn Moulin § Creston Daniel James Oltrogge § Readlyn 
Accounting Management 
**Tami Tennant Mullins Ankeny Melba Padilla Ortiz § Waterloo 
Accounting Accounting 
*Robert James Murphy, Jr. Waterloo Gregory Paul Osborn Newton 
Accounting Accounting 
David Joseph Murray Lawler Thomas Lee Ostrem Waterloo 
Management Management 
Inez Duff Murtha § Waterloo Joseph Michael Otting Maquoketa 
Administrative Management Management 
*Kristie Ann Naeve Woodward Kathy Joy Otting Traer 
Accounting Management 
Sandra Jo Naftzger § Clinton Beth Walker Overton § Cedar Falls 
Administrative Management Accounting 
*Mark Robert Nail Clarion David Kerry Owens § Waterloo 
Accounting Marketing 
John Frederick Nauman Dubuque Steven John Papke Rochelle, IL 
Management Management 
Nicholas Donald Nauman Sherrill Pamela Jean Parks § Charles City 
Accounting Administrative Managment 
Donald Eugene Neary Emmetsburg Randy Lee Pearce Mason City 
Management Accounting 
Todd Richard Nedved§ Webster City *Teresa Marie Peiffer Fonda 
Management Marketing 
Philip Christopher Neil§ Des Moines Steven Edward Peters McCausland 
Marketing Management 
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Douglas Walter Petersen Gladbrook 
Management 
David Daniel Petratis Council Bluffs 
Management 
Elizabeth Ann Petroff Newton 
Accounting 
Ann Davidsaver Pieper Ottumwa 
Administrative Management 
*Jeffrey Lynn Piper Dubuque 
Management 
Patricia Anne Pogge Council Bluffs 
Accounting 
Jeffrey Keith Pomerenk West Des Moines 
Management 
Randall Downing Potratz Waterloo 
Accounting 
Randall Fredric Prati Nevada 
Accounting 
Matthew Jeff Pryor Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Matthew Anderson Quealy§ Ft. Dodge 
Marketing 
Ramon Amado Ramirez III Kansas City, MO 
Accounting 
Layne Allan Rasmussen Newell 
Accounting 
Douglas Allen Reed Aurora 
Management 
Lisa Pitsenbarger Reed Cedar Falls 
Managment 
Ralene L. Reyer Sumner 
Accounting 
John David Rider Davenport 
Managment 
Kimberly Ann RiemenschneiderState Center 
Accounting 
Mark Alan Riggert+ Waterloo 
Marketing 
Michael Ambrose Riley § Marion 
Management 
**Thomas James Riley Charles City 
Accounting 
*Timothy Lee Rogers Otho 
Management 
**Zina Gardner Rogers § Cedar Falls 
Administrative Management 
Karen Jolene Rollene Dows 
Management 
Jack Lee Rominger 
Accounting 
Michael D. Rooff 
Marketing 
Michelle Kerns Rourke 
Marketing 
***Brian Keith Ruggeberg 
Accounting 
**David Byron Rysdam 
Accounting 
Donald Joseph Salz 
Accounting 










Rick Garrett Sayre Sac City 
Accounting 
*David Duane Schemmel § Waterloo 
Management 
Constance Catherine Schmitt § Lime Springs 
Marketing 
Mark Christopher Schmitt § Denver 
Management 
*Robert Milton Schoby, Jr. Algona 
Management 
*Dale Donald Schoon Manson 
Accounting 
Ross Dale Schoonover Waterloo 
Management 
John Michael Schotter § Waterloo 
Marketing 
Donald Joseph Schultz § Greeley 
Accounting 
* James Stanley Scourick Aplington 
Management 
Theresa Langel Seei Waterloo 
Management 
Joan Acker Seemann Waterloo 
Marketing 
Mayuri P. Shanghavi ~ Houston, TX 
Accounting 
Helen Till Sheehy Cascade 
Management 
Samuel Lee Shimp Waterloo 
Accounting 
Robert Joseph Silhacek § Spillville 
Accounting 
**Sheryl Lynne Sirpless Columbia, MO 
Accounting 
Jerry Tobias Skelley Monticello 
Management 
**Corrin Handley Smith Jefferson 
Accounting 
*Mary Jo Smith Beaman 
Marketing 
Neal Robert Smith West Des Moines 
Accounting 
Randy Glee Smith Red Oak 
Management 
Ronald William Smith Council Bluffs 
Managment 
*Allen Ray Sorensen Walker 
Management 
John Kevin Sorensen Corwith 
Accounting 
Bruce Allen Sostak Marion 
Management 
Michael Kim Stasi Oelwein 
Management 
Donna Mae Steinlage New Hampton 
Accounting 
*Nancy Kay Stevens Clarion 
Management 
Kay Ellen Stevenson Story City 
Administrative Management 
Kristin Dot Stewart Nora Springs 
Accounting 
Gary Lee St. John Ft. Dodge David K. Vognsen Cedar Falls 
Marketing Managment 
Eric Paul Stoebner Rock Rapids Beth Ann Volberding Dike 
Accounting Administrative Management 
Harvey Jay Stoffer § Hazleton Ray Allen Waddingham Garner 
Marketing Accounting 
John Joseph Stone Des Moines Michael John Wagner · Austin , MN 
Accounting Administrative Management 
Mary Ann Strein Cedar Falls Teresa Wiley Wakefield § Grinnell 
Marketing Marketing 
Frederick Lewis Stubbe Rock Rapids Dori Jeanne Walker Swea City 
Management Administrative Management 
*Carol Ann Sullivan Winthrop **Daniel Joseph Waller Manson 
Marketing Accounting 
Kevin John Swanson Des Moines Gary Norval Ward Cedar Falls 
Marketing Management 
Lori Jo Swenson Mason City **Lorinda Corrine Watermiller Belmond 
Accounting Accounting 
*David Leo Takes Cascade Kevin Carl Watson Clear Lake 
Accounting Accounting 
**Catherine Lynn Tell Urbandale Terry Ray Watters Cedar Falls 
Accounting Management and Spanish 
Mark Jonathan TerBeek § Woden Pamela Aldrich Weber § Brandon 
Accounting Accounting 
Douglas Jay Terpstra t New Sharon Leann Kay Wegner Clear Lake 
Marketing Management 
Deborah Kay Theobald § Stacyville Brian Lee Wenger Elgin 
Management Management 
David Michael Thilges Ft. Dodge **Mary Kay Werthman Cherokee 
Management Accounting 
Dan Joseph Thomas Mason City ***Kent Alan White Cedar Falls 
Accounting Accounting 
Jayne Arlene Thomas Charles City Mitchel Clark Willett § Cedar Falls 
Management Management 
Robert Francis Thomas § Marshalltown Kevin Lee Williams Bettendorf 
Accounting Management 
* Neal Gerald Thuente Ackley Jeffrey David Wilson Waterloo 
Accounting Management 
Steven Michael Thul Dubuque **Linda Allen Wilson § Marshalltown 
Marketing Management 
Peter Thomas Tierney Perry Gene Alan Wiltgen Calmar 
Management Management 
Paul Richard Tieskoetter Ossian * Jan Michael Wiltgen Ossian 
Accounting Accounting 
***Bruce Joseph Toenjes Waverly Julie Kay Winther Spencer 
Management Accounting 
Sherill Rae Torkelson Buffalo Center Gilbert Kenneth Wolf Cresco 
Accounting Accounting 
Martin William Trepp § Eagle Grove **Tracy Elizabeth Wolfe Solon 
Management Marketing 
LuAnn Sue Trout Waterloo Susan Lowe Woods Cheboygan, Ml 
Accounting Accounting 
Bruce Henry Usher Urbandale Scott Cory Wright § Dike 
Management Accounting 
Kevin Allen Van Heiden Ackley Alane Becker Wymore § Guttenberg 
Accounting Administrative Management 
Barbara Jo Van Velzen § Sheldon 
Marketing 
**Diane Daehler Vermillion Charles City 
Marketing 
Brian Lee Vetter West Liberty 
Marketing 
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College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates for degrees 
Notes: 
***Highest Honors 3. 7 5 or higher 
**High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
*Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Degree awarded September 15, 1980 
:j: Degree awarded October 18, 1980 
§ Degree awarded December 19, 1980 
~ Degree awarded March 14, 1981 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
*Steven Edward Baker 
Industrial Arts Education 




• Julie Ann Bock 
Industrial Arts Education 
*Miles Brent Bushnell ,i 
Industrial Arts Education 
Marsha Yvette Carlson § 
Mathematics 
Nancy Jean Compton 
Mathematics 
Clark Charles Conner 
Industrial Arts Education 
Cynthia Lucille Crandon ,i 
Mathematics 
Kendall John Fate 
Industrial Arts Education 
Gregory Charles Fink 
Biology A 
Jeffrey Mark Fontana 
Industrial Arts Education 
Leonard Thomas Freidhof 
Chemistry and Chemistry A 
Rodney Wayne Graf 
Industrial Arts Education 
Wendy Earle Grassley § 
Chemistry 
*Ronald Lynn Green 
Science - Environmental/ 
Conservation Education 
John Benton Gregory 
Industrial Arts Education 
Kenneth Lee Hopkins § 
Industrial Arts Education 
Clint Arthur Allan 
Industry 
Randal Louis Ault § 
Biology C 
**Debra Lee Bakken 
Chemistry A 
Jon Mark Balm 
Mathematics D 
Bettendorf Bradley Warren Huntington § Clear Lake 
Biology A 
Storm Lake *Terry Dean Kahler Garwin 
Biology A 
Mediapolis Linda L. Kerr ,i Tripoli 
Biology A 
Spencer Michael Eugene Knight Clinton 
Industrial Arts Education 
Manchester Donald Atman Kohl Logan 
Mathematics 
St. Olaf *Raymond Arthur Krueger§ New Hampton 
Chemistry 
Durant *Linnae Karol Krull Holstein 
Biology A 
Glidden Kevin Wayne Kurth § Tama 
Science 
Gilman David R. Kwikkel Rock Rapids 
Industrial Arts Education 
Maquoketa *Douglas Ray Murdock Mt. Vernon 
Industrial Arts Education 
New Hartford Sally Beth Patterson ,i Gilman 
Biology A 
Cedar Rapids Bradley Harold Powell :j: Cedar Falls 
Industrial Arts Education 
Elma Ann Bader Rigdon § Jesup 
Earth Science 
Aurora Brenda Sue Schwarz Baxter 
Biology A 
New Hartford Eugene Dale Smyers Wilton 
Industrial Arts Education 
Lamont Timothy Race Stamp ,i Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Arts Education 
**JoAnn Vannini Clinton 
Glenwood Mathematics 
Sally Ann Webb Muscatine 
Cedar Rapids Science 






Beth Stevens Barnes § Waterloo 
Science - Medical Technology 
*Dean Allen Bass Waterloo 
Chemistry - Marketing and Chemistry A 
**Nancy E. Bennett Charles City 
Mathematics A 
* Alan LeRoy Boone 
Science 
Cedar Falls 
Joseph Alan Bork § Cedar Falls 
Biology A 
Jerilyn Whittemore Brown§ Waterloo 
Science 
**Karen Kay Cammack Storm Lake 
Science - Medical Technology 
**Virginia Kay Chizek Britt 
Mathematics A 
***Cheryl Ann Clute§ Waterloo 
Chemistry A 
Kenneth Towse Conlee § Cedar Falls 
Earth Science 
Karen Earlene Couch 
Chemistry B 
Kevin Craig Crist 
Chemistry A and Science 
Kevin Vincent de Regnier 
Chemistry A 






Denise Diane Drobney Pocahontas 
Biology A 
Sean Christian Edson Des Moines 
Earth Science 
Gregory Scott Elliott Waterloo 
Geology 
Margaret Mary Fahey Dubuque 
Chemistry Aand Biology A 
***Sally Lyn Feulner Strawberry Point 
Chemistry A 
* Janet Lee Freeman t Waterloo 
Science - Medical Technology 
Terry Wayne Gaines Viola 
Biology C - Interpretive Naturalist 
James Christopher Gammack Ames 
Industry 
**Jody Lynn Geer Grundy Center 
Biology A 
Rebecca Ann Glover Cedar Rapids 
Science 
Rudolph Dominic Goodrich Cedar Falls 
Biology A 
Allan Lee Graham Holstein 
Industry 
Stephen Edward Gunn Iowa City 
Science 
Wayne Lee Haberman§ Jefferson, WI 
Industry 
Brent Robert Hall Cedar Falls 
Mathematics D 
Julie Lynn Hammers Glenwood 
Biology A 
Michael Marshless Hampton Ida Grove 
Biology A and Chemistry A 
Michael Earl Hankins § Waterloo 
Industry 
**Janice Ann Hankner Waterloo 
Biology A 
Jeffrey Lynn Harbach Waterloo 
Industry 
Douglas Alan Hawker § Manchester 
Biology A 
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**Colleen Mullen Hayes Marshalltown 
Individual Studies: Interior and Visual 
Design 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Problems in De-
sign" 
David John Heer t Dubuque 
Geology 
Holly Marie Hegenbarth Mason City 
Science 
Edward Eugene Heintz § Nevada 
Biology C 
**Timothy Jay Hemming Cedar Falls 
Chemistry A 
Bruce Earl Henriksen Cedar Falls 
Industry 
*Cynthia Ann Hewett § Cedar Falls 
Mathematics D 
Steve McAllister Heysinger § Clinton 
Industry 
Douglas Alan Holmes Independence 
Industry 
Robert W. Hruska Cresco 
Earth Science 
Michael James Irwin § Sac City 
Industry 
Thomas Derry Jacobs Independence 
Industry 
*Vicki Jean Johnson Dubuque 
Industry 
**Patricia Joanne Jones Bettendorf 
Physics A 
Robert Kevin Kersbergen Rock Valley 
Biology A 
Scott Lynn Knapp § Janesville 
Industry 
Mark Allison Knight § Malvern 
Industry 
David Eugene Koch § Eldridge 
Science 
* Annie Maria Kontos Waterloo 
Biology A 
* Kenneth James Kortge Dubuque 
Biology A 
Anthony Harry Lake Cedar Falls 
Science 
Monte Howard Krehbiel t Marion 
Geology 
Michael Charles Lakeman § Dyersville 
Industry 
Susan Elaine Leyda t Ottumwa 
Science - Medical Technology 
*Robin Thomas Lockwood§ Cedar Falls 
Industry 
* Max Alfred Lungren § Lake View 
Biology A 
Kevin Andrew Magalsky Waterloo 
Industry 
Patricia Donna Marchand t Woden 
Science - Medical Technology 
* Kevin Lee Masters Cedar Falls 
Science 
Thomas Alan Matheson Mason City 
Biology A 
Jeffrey Alan McCoige Waukee 
Mathematics D 
Michael Stuart McGlashon Elkhorn, NE 
Industry 
**Kathy Ann Mikesell § Boone 
Mathematics D 
Gordon Ray Miller§ Storm Lake 
Biology A 
Ronald Dean Miller Dysart 
Industry 
James Lawrence Muetzel Davenport 
Industry 
Leo Thomas Mullen DeWitt 
Industry 
Michael Dennis Neleman Kellogg 
Industry 
***Gregory Cecil Nelson§ Newton 
Biology A 
Steven Leo Neppl Irvington 
Industry 
Timothy Dale Neumann Des Moines 
Industry 
Susan Eileen Nieman Shell Rock 
Biology A 
Bradley Edward O'Gara Cedar Rapids 
Industry 
Henry Nkeruka Okonta Lagos, Nigeria 
Biology A 
Julie Renee Peterson t Waverly 
Science - Medical Technology 
Anthony Michael Peyton Iowa City 
Science - Physical Therapy 
* Susan Marie Piper § Dubuque 
Science 
*Laurel Marie Plambeck Sioux City 
Mathematics D 
Craig Brian Poolman Clarion 
Industry 
**Timothy Robert Ray Mason City 
Mathematics C and Physics B 
***James Michael Rebik Waterloo 
Biology A 
***Terry Ray Reisner Waterloo 
Biology A 
Pierre-Marie Luc Robitaille Cedar Falls 
Science 
*Donn Arthur Rochette § Lone Rock 
Industry 
Jack William Roddy § DeSoto, KS 
Biology A 
David Lee Rust St. Ansgar 
Physics B 
















Jacob Lon Schoenenberger § Evansville, WI 
Science 
Robert David Sellars Newton 
Industry 
**Michael Dean Shilhanek Tama 
Physics B and Science 
*Stanley Robert Shubert Waterloo 
Mathematics D 
Brenda Sue Smith t Linden 
Science - Medical Technology 
Steven John Smith Morley 
Biology C - Interpretive Naturalist 
*Kyle James Stravers § Mitchellville 
Mathematics D 
Brett Allen Strayer § Waterloo 
Industry 
*William Brydges Sutton § Flossmoor, IL 
Physics B 
*Susan Perrett Sweet t Detroit, Ml 
Science - Medical Technology 
Thomas Patrick Theisen Farley 
Industry 
Kevin Michael Thorp § Independence 
Industry 
Bruce Alan Thurm Denver 
Industry 
Gaylen Ernest Trasamar Waterloo 
Mathematics 
**Kaley VanDeventer Sioux City 
Mathematics D 
Joann Van Norden t Ankeny 
Science - Medical Technology 
David Lynn Vogel Rock Rapids 
Industry 
Kevin Dean Volkens Gladbrook 
Industry 
***Randy Joe Wadle Dallas 
Mathematics D and Physics A 
*Patrick Joseph Weires Cedar Falls 
Biology A 
Elizabeth Stecher Whelan Des Moines 
Science 
Michael Ray Willett § Cedar Falls 
Industry 
*Robert Richard Wilson Cedar Falls 
Mathematics A 
Janet Lou Wishmeyer § Waterloo 
Science - Medical Technology 
Sandra Mae Wittry Carroll 
Biology A 
Andrew Lloyd Zupke Randalia 
Chemistry B and Physics A 
Bachelor of Technology 
Kevin Thomas Albright § 
Construction Technology 
Des Moines 
*Dennis Lee Armstrong § Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Technology - Mechanical Design 
John Andrew Ballensky Sigourney 
Industrial Technology -
Mechanical Technology 
Richard Beachler Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Technology -
Mechanical Technology 
Jerry Kent Bentzinger Waterloo 
Industrial Technology -
Electronics Technology 
Craig Alan Brown Vinton 
Industrial Technology - Power Technology 
Richard Dean Ellingson ,i Wellsburg 
Industrial Technology 
David Alan Harris Waterloo 
Industrial Technology - Mechanical Design 
Randy Mark Ingram Shenandoah 
Construction Technology 
*Kevin Jay Kruse Royal 
Industrial Technology - Power Technology 
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Basil Law Charles City 
Industrial Technology -
Mechanical Technology 
Mark David Matthews Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Technology - Mechanical Design 
David Duane Mattke Davenport 
Industrial Technology -
Electronics Technology 
**Wade Steven Mitchell Buckingham 
Industrial Technology -
Electronics Technology 
Randy James Moore ,i Oelwein 
Industrial Technology 
Hung The Nguyen § Cedar Falls 
Industrial Technology -
Electronics Technology 
Daniel John Nurre Strawberry Point 
Industrial Technology -
Electronics Technology 
Brent John Starkey Davenport 
Industrial Technology 
John Curtis Turner§ Hudson 
Industrial Technology - Mechanical Design 




Candidates for Degrees 
t Degree awarded September 15, 1980 
t Degree awarded October 18, 1980 
§ Degree awarded December 19, 1980 
,i Degree awarded March 14, 1981 
Master of Arts 
Terrence G. Adams, B.A ., 1979, State University College Houston, TX 
Sociology 
Thesis: Racism in Perspective 
David Lee Agriesti,§ B.M.E., 1960, Capital University; M.A.T., 1965, 
University of New Mexico Columbus, OH 
Spanish 
Joy Lee Shannon Averill, §B.S.E., 1970, Drake University Des Moines 
Library Science 
Robert Sterling Bloom, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa Council Bluffs 
Social Science 
Dara Jean Boelman, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Boone 
Social Science 
Jeffery Dean Brix, t B.A., 1975, Marycrest College Ankeny 
Spanish 
Debra Ann Buchanan, t B.A., 1978, Mississippi Valley State University Charleston, MS 
Counseling 
Thesis: A Qualitative Approach to the Emotional Adjustment to 
"Head of Household" on the Current Lifestyle of the 
Divorced Displaced Homemaker 
Carl Edward Campbell,§ B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Business Education 
Cathy Colleen Christiansen Charleston, t B.A., 1968, Wartburg College Pomeroy 
Library Science 
Sharon Elizabeth Cook,§ B.A. , 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Counseling 
Sharon Watters Coonrad, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa Hudson 
History 
Michael Robert Crawford, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa Ankeny 
History 
Roxanne Rae Crowell, t B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Racine, WI 
French 
Marjorie Lea Doll,§ B.A., 1978, University of Northern Iowa Denver 
Counseling 
Dwight Alan Drury, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Ottumwa 
Sociology 
Thesis: Interpersonal Aggression: Assertion of Significant Reality Hypothesis 
Loren Frederick Duchman, § B.A., 1978, University of Northern Iowa Council Bluffs 
Industrial Arts 
Janice Elaine Eisma, § B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
Patrick James Esser, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Algona 
Communications Media 
Marvin E. Fangman, §B.S., 1976, University of Iowa Mason City 
Counseling 
George Mark Fluharty,§ B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Bettendorf 
Speech Pathology 
Amalia Empaynado Ford,§ M. Div., 1971, Interdenominational 
Theological Center Decatur, GA 
Spanish 
Paula Jo Severson Germann, § B.A., 1979, Briar Cliff College Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
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Nancy Jorquera de Hahn, t B.A., 1978, University of Iowa Santiago, Chile 
Teaching English as a Foreign Language/Spanish 
Bonnie Lou Schnoor Hall,§ B.A., 1978, Univiersity of Northern Iowa Iowa City 
Spanish 
Diane Brown Harrington,§ B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa Mount Vernon 
Library Science 
Anne Elizabeth Hartman, § B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Sac City 
Speech Pathology 
Leslie George Heideman, § B.A., 1975, University of Northern Iowa Lancaster, WI 
Counseling 
Mark Steven Heinrichs, § B.A., 1973, Parsons College Algona 
Music Education 
Daniel Lee Henderson, B.S ., 1976, University of Idaho Cedar Falls 
Industrial Arts 
Rick Harold Hofmaster, B.S ., 1973, Iowa State University Ames 
Counseling 
Elsa Hubbard, B.S., 1963, Univesity of the West Indies Georgetown, Guyana 
Science Education 
Clara Juanita Tafoya Hudson, B.A., 1958, Adams State College Cedar Falls 
Business Education 
Nicholi Joseph Humpal, t B.A., 1967, M.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
Teaching English as a Foreign Language/German 
Susan Jane Huston, B.A., 1977, Coe College Cedar Rapids 
Art 
Patrick A. Janssen, § B.A., 1973, Westmar College Van Horne 
Industrial Arts 
Dawn Lantz Kelly, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
Sheryl Kay Kinsey, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Marengo 
Speech Pathology 
Jane Clarisse Lahann, t B.A. 1973, Luther College Clinton 
Art 
Robert David Lehman, B.A., 1976, Grand Rapids Baptist College; M. Div., 
1980, Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary Grundy Center 
Counseling 
Janet Kay Mondahl Lembke,§ B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Counseling 
Mark Allan Long, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Physical Education 
Robert James Lower, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa Parnell 
German 
Sumalai Maroonroge, § A.B., 1972, West Virginia University; M.A., 1975, 
Michigan State University Bangkok, Thailand 
Audiology 
Linda Sue Marsh, B.A., 1977, Mount Mercy College Cedar Falls 
History 
Thesis: The Past and Its Influence on the Diplomatic Policies of President Truman 
Thomas John Miller, § B.A., 1979, Westmar College Sioux City 
Industrial Arts 
Judith Anne Jancik Mills, B.S. in Ed ., 1966, University of Nebrasksa Marshalltown 
Library Science 
Margaret Kelley Murphy, B.A., 1976, Benedictine College Cedar Rapids 
Speech Pathology 
Donna Kimrey Nanke, B.A., 1957, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
Home Economics Education 
David Paul Nicholas, B.A., 1974, Cedarville College Cedar Falls 
Mathematics 
Susan Lynn Oberhaus, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Muscatine 
Speech Pathology 
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Linda Sims Paar, § B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
Chemistry 
Thesis: A study of the Thermal Decomposition Products of Cis-Aquachlorobis 
(Ethylenediamine) Chromium (III) Bromide I-Hydrate 
SungAe Suhr Park,§ B. Pharm ., 1975, Ewha Womans University Seoul, Korea 
Chemistry 
Thesis: The Synthesis and Biological Activity of Verruculotoxin Analogues: 
The Importance of the Benzylic Hydrogen and Carbon 9 Methylene Groups 
Bonnie Rae Penman, t B.A., 1973, St. Olaf College Glen Ellyn, Illinois 
Spanish 
Michael Saul Pomper, § B.A., 1974, Drake University Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
Diane Marie Powell, B.A., 1980, University of Northern Iowa Council Bluffs 
Speech Pathology 
Mary Jo Wisdom Preston, t B.A., 1972, Unversity of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
Home Economics 
William August Ros burg, II, B .T ., 1975, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Technology 
Roger Dean Sinram, § B.A., 1975, University of Northern Iowa Clarksville 
Science 
Thesis: Analysis of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Water by SEP-PAK 
Cartridges Coupled with High Performance Liquid Chromatography 
Carmen Magdalena Soria, t Licenciado, 1977, Universidad Tecnica 
de Ambato Ambato, Ecuador 
Teaching English as a Foreign Language/Spanish 
Richard Lee Stendel , B.A ., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Tipton 
Music 
John M. Stiegelmeier, B.S., 1979, South Dakota State University Selby, SD 
Physical Education 
Johann A. Stornig, § B.A., 1966, San Jose State College Fremont, CA 
German 
Pamela Kay Sutton , t B.F.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
Art 
Thesis: Biomorphic Metamorphosis 
Robert Lloyd Tecklenburg, B.G.S. , 1975, University of Iowa Van Horne 
History 
Patricia O'Connor Thayer, § B.A., 1972 , Mount Mercy College DeWitt 
Library Science 
Susan Irene Thomas, B.G.S ., 1974, University of Iowa Waterloo 
Communications Media 
Janet Mary Vonnahme, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa Carroll 
Speech Pathology 
Cheryl Bagg Watters, t B.A., 1978, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
French and Spanish 
Mark Steven Welty, B.A. , 1971 , University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
German 
Stephen Ross Wiarda, t B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa Marshalltown 
Library Science 
Master of Arts In Education 
Cindy Lou Ortgies Anderson , B.A. , 1976, Luther College 
Special Education 
Michael Thomas Ashton,§ B.S ., 1972, Iowa State University 
Secondary Principal 
Katherine Louise Dyke Beebe, B.A. in Ed ., 1967, Wayne 
State College 
Remedial Reading 
Thesis: An Evaluation of the Effects of Comprehension Instruction 
in Grades 2-6 







Ronald Willis Billings,§ B.A., 1967, University of Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
Kathleen Ann Callan, B.S. , 1970, Iowa State University 
Elementary Principal 
Craig Robert Campbell, B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
David Anthony Carbone, B.A., 1979, Rutgers University 
College Student Personnel Services 
Lawrence Lee Cardamon, B.A. , 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Educational Media 
Matthew James Darbyshire, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Educational Media 
Mary Donnelly Donlea, § B.A. , 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Timothy Allen Dose,§ B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
Denise Darcell Duncan,§ B.S. , 1978, Shaw University 
College Student Personnel Services 
Trucy Rae Eberly , § B.A. , 1978, University of Northern Iowa 
College Student Personnel Services 
Paul S . Eckerman, B.A., 1958, Buena Vista College 
Elementary Principal 
Marilyn Nelson Fox,§ B.A., 1968, M.A. in Ed., 1973, University of 
Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Marianne Ruth Stevens Gade, A.B ., 1976, Asbury College 
Special Education 
Donald Irvin Gibson, B.A., 1972 , University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
James Howard Hall,§ B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Doris O'Connel Hildebrandt,§ B.A., 1975, University of Northern Iowa 
Speical Education 
Lillian Lee Sterner Hile , § B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Robert Craig Hirst,§ B.A. , 1975, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Karen Johnson Jensen , § B.A ., 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
Remedial Reading 
Claudia Boesen Koch, t B.A., 1960, University of Northern Iowa 
Early Childhood Education 
Thesis: Who is Caring for the Children? A Desccriptive Study of 
School-Age Child Care in Cedar Falls , IA 
Susan Leith Lamb , B.S ., 1975, Iowa State University 
Special Education 
Debra Garrison Lee, B.A ., 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Deborah Smith Lehman, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Educational Psychology: Teaching 
Nellie Pearl Stockett Little, B.A. , 1977, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
Pamela Jean Mason,§ B.A., 1973 , University of Northern Iowa 
Remedial Reading 
Stephen Ralph Nicholson, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
Nancy Robinson Nish, t B.A. in Ed., 1974, Wayne State College 
College Student Personnel Services 































Serlinder McGuire Richardson, § B.A., 1970, Lea College 
Elementary Education 
Timothy Mark Ritchhart, B.A. , 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
Educational Media 
Paulette S. Schuessler, B.A. in Ed., 1975, Kearney State College 
Remedial Reading 
Harry Louis Schuler,§ B.S ., 1978, University of Arkansas 
College Student Personnel Se,vices 
William Thomas Simpson, :j: B.A., 1961, University of Northern Iowa 
Educational Psychology: Teaching 
Patricia Jo Slobojan, § B.S., 1963, Dickinson State 
College; M.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Scott Blaine Wegner, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
Linda Lou Wirkler, § B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
Steven Earl Young, § B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
Master of Business Adminstration 
David Roland Allbaugh, B.S ., 1970, Iowa State University 
Business Adminstration 
Robert Henry Casterton, B .S ., 1969, Iowa State University 
Business Adminstration 
Daryl Gilbert Fortin , B.S., 1975, Columbia University 
Business Administration 
Janet Gail Hinners, B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa 
Business Administration 
Gundars Egons Kaupins, B.A., 1979, Wartburg College 
Business Administration 
David James Kazynski, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
Business Administration 
Duane Richard Lemke, B.S ., 1976, Drake University 
Business Administration 
Edward Joseph Leonard, B.S., 1949, B .S., 1950, Pennsylvania 
State University 
Business Administration 
Steven Arend Lind, B .S., 1976, Purdue University 
Business Administration 
Steven E. Murray, B.B.A., 1973, University of Wisconsin 
Business Administration 
Gene LeRoy Sandell , B .A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Business Administration 
William John Sikula, B.S .E ., 1974, University of Michigan 
Business Administration 
Darwin Leo Simon, B.S., 1975, Iowa State University 
Business Administration 
Bharat S. Vedak, § B.T. , 1971, Indian Institute 
of Technology; M.S., 1974, North Carolina 
State University 
Business Administration 
Master of Music 
Anna Corinne Eidem Goodman, B.A., 1958, Concordia College 
Performance 




























Specialist in Education 
John Michael Carr, :j: B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
School Psychology 
Thesis: Cognitive Patterns of Learning Disabled Children : 
A Follow-Up Study 
Dean Waldo Meier,§ B.A ., 1967, University of Northern Iowa; 
M.A., 1972, Ohio State University Corwith, IA 
Superintendent 
Thesis: A Case Study of Inflationary Pressures Upon a Selected Iowa School District 
Anne Carolyn Robb , B.S ., 1973, Creighton University Cedar Falls 
School Psychology 
Thesis : The Effect of SES on Children's Performance on the WISC-R 
and the R-CPM 
University Commencement Committee 
Gail M. Briddle 
Dennis P. Jensen 
Howard V. Jones 
Cecil K . Phillips 
Robert D. Leahy, Chair 
Ronald D. Ross 
Robert J. Simpson 
D. Terry Williams 
Gordon A. Timpany 
Program: Howard V. Jones , Chair; Gail M. Briddle, Susan M. Chilcott, Johanna Heyenga, Philip L. 
Patton, Ronald D. Ross 
Production and Processional: Gordon A. Timpany, Chair; Barry Delp , James Handorf, Dennis P. 
Jensen, Clinton Nelson, Robert J . Simpson 
Faculty Marshals: Marynan K. Aldridge, Carol Cooper, Charles V. L. Dedrick, Joan E. Diamond , 
Saul Diamond, Ann M. Dunbar, Russell E. Euchner, Len Froyen, Donald W. Gray , James 
Handorf, Douglas M. Hieber, Lee H. Nicholas , Jack Reed, Beverly A. Taylor, Gordon A. 
Timpany, James W. Wilmesmeier , Barry J. Wilson 
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The Academic Procession 
The President's Party forms the first section of the academic procession. Headed by the com-
mencement marshal, it includes the president, members of the State Board of Regents and of the 
General Assembly, other platform-guests , and the vice-presidents, deans and other principal 
University officials. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace, designed and fashioned for the 
Centennial Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in 
Industrial Arts. A traditional symbol of authority, the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends 
of cast bronze, with the top carrying the seal of the University. The sterling silver chain worn by the 
president was also created for the Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by 
Martin Peterson, then a junior majoring in art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the 
University by carrying the seals of the Iowa State Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, 
the State College of Iowa, and the University of Northern Iowa. 
The procession continues with the faculty . The heads of the departments come first, led by the 
chairperson of the faculty, and the chairperson of the Faculty Senate is the marshal for the 
remaining faculty. 
When the members of the President's Party have arrived at their proper stations, they rise to 
honor the entrance of the candidates for degrees . Led by faculty marshals, the candidates enter 
with candidates for the highest degrees first. The candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both 
the Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts Program, enter in five groups, representing each of the 
four undergraduate colleges and the School of Business. 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They 
were designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. Ms. Lindstrom's 
explanation of the banner designs accompanies the symbols reproduced on page 43 of this pro-
gram. The banners were fashioned by Phillip Elliott, who also designed the stage setting which you 
see before you. This was first used for the Centennial Commencement in 1976. 
Students wearing gold cords are those graduating with highest honors, a distinction which 
requires a grade average of 3 .75 (4.00 would be all A's). 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded 
gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges . Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system 
of academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by more than 760 institutions. According to 
this code, both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree: the bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve . 
The master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose. The doctor's gown is 
fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve . The color 
of this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees, although differing slightly in 
length. The candidates for the bachelor 's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a 
velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree, and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in 
the colors of the college or university granting the degree . 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the 
doctor's gown is as follows: 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue, light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
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Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Home Economics 
Orange - Engineering 
Pink- Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yellow, Golden - Science 
Banner Design 
1. The education symbol used for the Specialist in Education and the Bachelor of Arts in Education 
degrees, as well as the College of Education, represents the teacher-student communication. 
2. The symbol for the Master's degree represents further study beyond the first four years. 
3. The four circles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. 
4. The Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees are represented on a musical staff. 
5. The symbol for the Bachelor ofTechnology and Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial and 
mechanical motif 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a representation of all the 
arts and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The centering represents the campus and the four circles represent all campus study for the 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies degree. 
11. The symbol for the Specialist degree represents further study beyond the Master's level. 
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College Organization 
All instruction at the University is offered through four undergraduate colleges and the 
School of Business. Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College. 




College of Education 
Community Health Education 
Community Recreation 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education/Lower 

















English and Foreign Languages 
Latin American Studies 
Music 
Music Education 
College of Natural Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
































Russian Area Studies 
Spanish 
Speech 




Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages (TESOL) 
TESOUModem Languages 
Industrial Arts Education 
Industrial Technology 
Industry 




Trade and Industrial 
Education 
Individual Studies 






All graduate degree candidates are listed under the Graduate College . 
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